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Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry
Abstract
We start by considering the Brownian motion of a large spherical particle of mass M
immersed in a non-equilibrium bath of N light spherical particles of mass m. A Fokker-
Planck equation and a generalized Langevin equation for an arbitrary function of the
position and momentum of the Brownian particle are derived from first principles of
statistical mechanics using time dependent projection operators. The Fokker-Planck
equation is obtained by eliminating the fast bath variables of the system, while the
Langevin Equation is obtained using a projection operator which averages over these
variables. The two methods yield equivalent results, valid to second order in the
1
small parameters E = (•) , A and A*, where A is a measure of the magnitude of the
macroscopic gradients of the system and A* reflects the difference in mean bath and
Brownian velocities.
The treatment is generalized to an elastic system of several Brownian particles
immersed in a non-equilibrium bath of light particles and the Fokker-Planck equa-
tion of the Brownian system is derived using techniques similar to those used for
the one particle case. The Fokker-Planck equation contains the usual equilibrium
streaming and dissipative terms as well as terms reflecting spatial variations in the
bath pressure, temperature and velocity. We make use of the effective Liouvillian
obtained from the Fokker-Planck equation and of time dependent projection oper-
ators involving properties of local equilibrium distribution functions to derive the
exact non-linear hydrodynamic equations of the Brownian particles. The exact equa-
tions are simplified using the fact that the thermodynamic forces vary slowly on a
molecular timescale. The resulting local transport equations are expressed in terms
of homogeneous local equilibrium averages. The number density hydrodynamic equa-
tion remains unchanged from the case of a system of isolated Brownian particles, but
the momentum and energy density expressions are no longer conserved. They contain
additional terms accounting for the non-equilibrium nature of the bath and for the
irreversible processes occurring in the system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 What is Brownian Motion ?
Brownian motion refers to the irregular motion that large, heavy particles exhibit
when immersed in a bath of small, light particles. Brownian motion was first observed
in 1828 by the botanist Robert Brown [1] who noted that particles of pollen in a water
solution moved in a seemingly random manner. Interest in the Brownian phenomenon
rose with the realization that Brownian motion is not restricted to pollen particles in
water, but is a common feature to any large organic or inorganic molecule immersed
in a fluid of light particles.
Brownian motion remained a puzzling problem until the early twentieth century
when Einstein and Smoluchowski [2] established with certainty that the random mo-
tion of the Brownian particle results from its collisions with the bath particles. Prior
to this, Brownian motion was believed to be caused by such effects as the irregular
heating of incident light (Regnault, 1868) or by electrical forces acting on the system
(Jevons, 1870).
1.2 Brownian Motion as a Stochastic Markovian
Process
Brownian motion falls under the subclass of stochastic processes know as Markov
processes. A Markov process has the property that its conditional probability distri-
bution at a given time need only be expressed in terms of its conditional probability
distribution at the immediately preceding time.
The position of the Brownian particle, for instance, is a Markov process. Each
displacement of the Brownian particle is random and its probability distribution in-
dependent of the previous displacement. A displacement Xk - Xk-1 will be unaffected
by the positions of any Xj where j 0 (k, k - 1). Similarly, the velocity of the Brownian
particle is also a Markovian process.
The time dependence of the conditional probability of a Markovian process can
be expressed in terms of an approximate form of the Master equation known as the
Fokker-Planck equation.
The Fokker-Planck equation for Brownian systems will be studied in detail in this
thesis.
1.3 How do we obtain a Fokker-Planck Equation
for the Brownian System?
The motion of the Brownian particle is brought about by the collisions of the Brownian
particle with the bath particles. When the mass M of the Brownian particle is much
greater that the mass m of the bath particles (M >> m), the motion of the Brownian
particle is much slower than that of the bath particles. The bath particles relax on
a time scale that is much faster than the one on which the Brownian particle relaxes
through its collisions with the bath particles. On the coarse time scale of the Brownian
particle, the motion of the Brownian particle can be considered to be independent of
the detailed behavior of the bath particles. The motion of the Brownian particle can
therefore be isolated and a stochastic description obtained by separating the bath
and Brownian time scales through the elimination of the rapid bath variables of the
system.
A statistical mechanical technique that lends itself particularly well to the treat-
ment of this type of problem is the projection operator technique. As its name indi-
cates, the projection operator can "project out" a subset of modes of phase space. In
the case of Brownian motion, a projection operator which projects out the fast bath
variables is used to obtain the Fokker-Planck equation for the conditional distribution
of the Brownian particles. The method of elimination of fast variables using projec-
tion operator techniques was originally developed by van Kampen and Oppenheim
[3] for Brownian systems in an equilibrium bath.
In this thesis, we extend their treatment to a more general Brownian system in
which the Brownian particles are immersed in a non-equilibrium bath.
The motion of a Brownian particle in an equilibrium bath has been thoroughly
studied and is well understood. The motion of a Brownian particle in a non-equilibrium
bath has also been extensively investigated, but with far less success. Fokker-Planck
equations for Brownian systems in which the bath presents either a temperature or
a velocity gradient have been derived by a number of researchers [4, 5, 6], but the
derivation of a Fokker-Planck equation for a system in which the bath is described by
a general non-equilibrium distribution function has so far eluded them. Obtaining a
Fokker-Planck equation that is valid for a general non-equilibrium bath is necessary
for a complete understanding of Brownian motion.
The work in this thesis focuses on deriving the Fokker-Planck equation of a Brow-
nian system in a general non-equilibrium bath from first principles of statistical me-
chanics. We introduce time-dependent projection operators that reflect the non-
equilibrium nature of the bath and use them to project out the fast bath variables
and obtain a Fokker-Planck equation for the Brownian particles. Our Fokker-Planck
equation is the most complete Fokker-Planck equation derived so far as it takes into
account the flowing nature of the bath as well as its gradients in temperature, velocity
and pressure.
1.4 Thesis Outline
We start by considering a system consisting of one Brownian particle in a non-
equilibrium bath of light particles. An exact Master Equation for the Brownian
distribution is obtained by projecting out the fast bath particles using time depen-
dent projection operators that reflect the non-equilibrium nature of the bath. The
Master Equation is simplified for times greater than the relaxation time of the bath
and up to second order in the small parameters E, A and A* to yield the Fokker-Planck
equation for the system. The small parameter E (= )5 reflects the difference be-
tween the masses M and m of the Brownian of the bath particles and sets the time
scale for the Brownian particles. The small parameter A is a measure of the macro-
scopic gradients of the bath and A* reflects the difference in mean bath and Brownian
velocities. We use projection operators to derive the generalized Langevin equation
for an arbitrary function of the position and momentum of the Brownian particle
and show that the Langevin and Fokker-Planck descriptions of Brownian motion are
equivalent.
In chapter 3, the treatment of chapter 2 is generalized to a system of several Brow-
nian particles in a non-equilibrium bath. We derive a Fokker-Planck equation and
a generalized Langevin equation for the Brownian system, as well as the conditional
non-equilibrium distribution for the bath.
In chapter 4, we derive the non-linear hydrodynamic equations for the Brownian
particles using time-dependent projection operators and the effective Liouvillian ob-
tained from the Fokker-Planck equation of chapter 3. The non-linear hydrodynamic
equations for the bath are derived in a similar manner and are combined with the
non-linear hydrodynamic equations of the Brownian particles to yield the non-linear
hydrodynamic equations for the total system.
Conclusions are presented in chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Fokker-Planck Equation and
Langevin Equation for one
Brownian particle in a
non-equilibrium bath
2.1 Introduction
Brownian motion is perhaps the best known example of a stochastic process in physics.
Systems consisting of one Brownian particle in an equilibrium bath have been exten-
sively studied [1, 2, 3, 4] and are well understood. Treatments of systems in which the
bath is not in equilibrium have however been less successful and studies have generally
been limited to fairly simple models in which gradients only in either temperature
[5, 6] or velocity [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] are considered. In this chapter, we propose to deal
with the problem of a Brownian particle in a non-equilibrium bath in a very general
manner, by describing the bath particles by the exact non-equilibrium distribution
function derived by Oppenheim and Levine [1]. This model has the advantage of
including the hydrodynamic variables of the bath and of enabling us to account for
gradients in pressure, velocity and temperature. Our treatment is based on the use
of time-dependent projection operators and on expansions in the small parameters
E = ( 2), A and A*. We use the expansion in E to separate the time scales of the
Brownian and bath particles. The small parameters A and A* are measures of the
macroscopic gradients of the system and of the difference in mean bath and Brown-
ian velocities, respectively. The bath particles relax fairly quickly to a state of local
equilibrium and we will thus express all the correlation functions in terms of local
equilibrium averages. We shall further use the expansion in A to rewrite the local
equilibrium averages as homogeneous local equilibrium averages [1, 14, 15].
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 2, we shall derive the Fokker-Planck
equation for the Brownian particle using the van Kampen method of elimination of
fast variables [2]. We shall generalize the van Kampen projection operator to a time
dependent projection operator that takes into account the non-equilibrium nature of
the bath. The new dissipative terms appearing in the Fokker-Planck equation will be
discussed in section 3 and our results compared to those of other researchers in section
4. In section 5, we shall use the Hermitian conjugate of the projection operator of
section 2 to derive the generalized Langevin equation for an arbitrary function of the
position and momentum of the Brownian particle. The derivation of the Langevin
equation follows the treatment of Mazur and Oppenheim [13]. We shall then compute
an average Langevin equation from the Fokker-Planck equation and show that our
two methods of treating Brownian motion are in fact equivalent.
2.2 Fokker-Planck Equation
2.2.1 Hamiltonian and Liouville Operator
We consider a system consisting of one heavy Brownian particle of mass M immersed
in a non-equilibrium bath of N light particles of mass m. The coordinates and
momenta of the Brownian particle will be denoted by XB = (R, PB) and those of the
bath by X = (rN, pN). The densities of the Brownian particle and the bath fluid are
similar and all the interactions are short ranged.
The hamiltonian H(X, XB) for the system can be written as
H(X, XB) = HB (XB) + H(X, R) (2.2.1)
where
PB.PBHB(X) = 2M (2.2.2)2M 7
and
Ho(X) = + U(rN) + V(rN, R). (2.2.3)2m
The hamiltonian Ho(X) is the hamiltonian for the fluid in the presence of the Brow-
nian particle held fixed at the position R. The bath-bath and bath-Brownian inter-
actions are described by the potentials U(rN) and V(R, rN) , respectively. They are
both sums of two-body terms and are given by
N
U(rN) = Z1: u(Iri - rj 1) (2.2.4)
i=1 j>i
and
N
V(R, r) = E w(IR - ri). (2.2.5)
i=1
It is convenient to define reduced momenta for both the Brownian and the bath
particles
PB = Pt + Mv(R), (2.2.6)
PB =EPtB (2.2.7)
and
pi = pj - mu(rj) (2.2.8)
where E = (M) ½ is a small parameter that reflects the difference in masses of the
Brownian and bath particles. The quantity v(R) corresponds to the average velocity
of the Brownian particle.
The Liouvillian of the system is given by
L = Lo + LB
N
L 0 = -. VN. +
m
and
PBLB- = .V R + VRV.VPB.
M
In terms of the reduced notation, the Liouvillian can be expressed as:
L = L' + ELt + A*(u(R, t) - v(R, t)).VR
L' = Lo - u(R, t).VR
P*t
LtB= PB.V + VaV.Vp.*t
m
We have associated the small parameter A* with the difference in bath and Brow-
nian velocities.
2.2.2 Distribution Functions
The Liouvillian L governs the dynamics of the distribution function p(t) of the total
system
X(p Xe t) Op(X, Xs, t) Lp(X 
X t) (2.2.15)
We will use projection operator techniques to derive a Fokker-Planck equation for the
reduced distribution function W(XB, t) of the Brownian particle.
where
(2.2.9)
(2.2.10)
(2.2.11)
(2.2.12)
where
and
(2.2.13)
(2.2.14)
, ,
, 
s,
.
W(XB, t) is given by
W(XB, t) = Tr[p(X, XB, t)]. (2.2.16)
where the trace operation Tr involves an integration over the phase space of the bath
and a summation over the number of bath particles.
The local equilibrium distribution function for the bath in the presence of a fixed
Brownian particle is given by [1, 14, 15]
N eC(r)*=(r,t) 1
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
__ N!h3N eA(r)*¢ (r ' t)MTr( Nl, ec(r)*,(rt)) - Tr(N- N (2.2.17)
eA(r)*(r,t))'
and A(r) = A(r)- < A(r) >t. The brackets < ... >t denote a local equilibrium
average over the distribution function u(t). The variables A(r) form a special set
consisting of the number density N(r), the momentum density P(r) and the energy
density E(r) of the bath. The bath densities are given by the following expressions
N
N(r) = • (r - ri), (2.2.18)
i=1
N
P(r) = pi 6(r - ri), (2.2.19)
i=1
N
E(r) = E ei6(r - ri), (2.2.20)
i=1
where
Pi.pi 1 N
e 2 + 2 E u(j r i - rj) + w( R- ri). (2.2.21)
j=,j) is a vector whose components are the forces conjugate to the dynamical vari-i
q(r, t) is a vector whose components are the forces conjugate to the dynamical vari-
m
m
ables C(r) [1, 14, 15]:
0 1(r, t) = 0
1
N (r, t) = P(r, t)[p (r, t) - 1 mu2(r, t)2
Op(r, t) = Ob(r, t)u(r, t)
(2.2.22)
(2.2.23)
(2.2.24)
(2.2.25)OE(r, t) = -ý3(r, t)
3b(r, t) = BT(rt) and Tb(r, t), p(r, t) and v(r, t) are the local temperature, chemical
potential and velocity, respectively.
The * in C(r) * q(r, t) denotes a scalar product, an integration over the spatial ar-
gument r and a summation over the hydrodynamic variables. C(r) * 0(r, t) can be
written in the reduced momentum notation as:
C(r) * ¢(r, t) = A(r) •* (r, t) = N(r) * (OPp)(r, t) + Et(r)*(- 1 )(r, t)
where
E t (r)= E et6(r - ri)
and
tt N
2m 2 .j=1,j~i
u(Ir, - r.j) + w(R - r il).
The non-equilibrium distribution function pb(t)for the bath in the presence of a
fixed Brownian particle can be derived using the projection operators Q (t) and P (t)
[1]:
Qt(t)D(r)-(1 - P2t(t))D(r)
P2 (t)D(r)_ Tr[D(r)C(r,)]* < CC >t' (r,, ro) * C(r,3 )(t).
We will also make use of the projection operator P2(t) which is defined by:
P2(t)D(r)= < D(r)C(r,) >t * < CC >t' (ry, rp) * C(r,).
(2.2.29)
(2.2.30)
(2.2.31)
(2.2.26)
(2.2.27)
(2.2.28)
The projection operator Pt (t) has the properties
(2.2.32)
and
Pt (t)pb (t) = O(t)
P2t(t)4Pb(t) = 6(t) (2.2.33)
These properties follow from the fact that the thermodynamic forces were selected in
such a way that the exact value of the average of the dynamical variables C can be
obtained from the the local equilibrium distribution function a(t):
C(r)(t) - Tr[pb(t)C(r)] = Tr[(t)C(r)] < C(r) >,. (2.2.34)
The time derivative of pb(t) is given by:
Opb (t)
at = L pb(t)
= L'(P t(t) + Q2(t))pb(t)
= L'(a(t)+ X(t)), (2.2.35)
where
P2 (t)b(t) = a(t),
Qt2(t)Pb(t) = X(t),
(2.2.36)
(2.2.37)
and
a(t) + X(t) = Pb(t).
Applying the projection operator Q2(t) to eqn 2.2.35, we obtain:
Q~ OP(t) - (t) = Qt(t)(L'a(t)) + Q (t)(L'x(t)).at at
(2.2.38)
(2.2.39)
The formal solution to this equation is:
) = Te (s)L'dsX() + t t (s)' (y)L'a(y)dy (2.2.40)
Substituting eqn 4.2.21 into eqn 2.2.38, we obtain the following exact expression for
Pb(t):
Pb(t) = +(t) + T o Q(:Is)L dsx(O)  j Te 2(s)Lds (y)L (y)dy.
0 ~ yLa~~y
(2.2.41)
We now rewrite Q2(y)L'a(y) as
SQ(y)[(L'A(r))* (r,y)a(y)]
= -[Q 2 (y)A(r)] * r,y)a(y)
-[Q2(y)u(R).VR[A(r) * ¢(r, y)]]a(y)
= -[Q 2(y)j(r)], * PN(r, y) (y) - [Q2 (y)P(r)] * p(r, y)a(y)
-[Q2(y)-E(r)] * qE(r, y)o(y)
-[Q2(y)u(R).VR[E(r)] * OE(r, y)]a(y) (2.2.42)
where
N(r) = -Vr.(r-- )
m
N
P(r) = -Vr.T(r) - VriV6(r - ri)
E(r) = -Vr.JE(r)
(2.2.43)
(2.2.44)
(2.2.45)
and VriV is the force on the Brownian particle exerted by the ith bath particle.
This term is present in the expression for P(r) because the momentum density of the
bath is not conserved in the presence of a fixed Brownian particle.
The quantities T(r) and JE(r) are the microscopic stress tensor and energy current,
Q2 (y)L (y)
respectively. They are given by:
1
2 rjVrju( rj --1
N 1
3__l[  3 rjlpjVru rj -( r,
m 2mj=1 1
r w(IR - r. )]5 (r - r.).
1 (rj - R)pjV
m
In the reduced momentum notation, Qt(y)L'u(y) becomes:
= Vr-.JD(r) * E(r, y)a(y)
+[Vr.Tt(r) * Op(r, y) + Vr.[v.TtD(r)] * E(r, y)]a(y)( 2 .2 .4 8 )
where Jt(r) is and Tt(r) are given by eqns 2.2.47 and 2.2.46 with the ej and pj
replaced by their dagger counterparts. We can now rewrite pb(t) as
pb(t) = (t) + T+efo Q(s)L dsX(O) + T+e Q(s)Lds ·r.JEDD(r)) * qE(r, y)a(y)dy
+ jT Te 2(s)L dSVr-.TD(r) * Op(r, y) + Vr.[V.TLt(r)] * qE(r, y)]x(y)dy
(2.2.49)
This form for Pb(t) will be used to derive the Fokker-Planck equation.
2.2.3 Derivation of the Fokker-Planck Equation
We shall use the projection operator P1 (t) to derive an expression for the reduced
non-equilibrium distribution function W(XB, t). P1 (t) is defined by its action on an
arbitrary dynamical variable D(r) by [2, 3]
Pi (t)D(r) = pb(t) Tr[D(r)].
T(r) = E[ P
j=1
and
(2.2.46)
JE(r)
(2.2.47)
|
Qt(y)L'a(y)
(2.2.50)
ri|)]6(r - rj),
W(t) = Tr[L(Pi(t) + Q1 (t))p(t)] = Tr[L(y(t) + z(t))]
y(t) = P1(t)p(t) = pb(t)W(t)
z(t) = Qi(t)p(t).
We make use of the following properties
Tr [[L' + A*(u(R, t) - v(R, t)).VR]D] = -v(R, t).VRTr[D],
Tr [LBD(r)] = -C .VR Tr[D(r)] + cVp t. Tr[VRV D(r)],
m B
to rewrite eqn 3.2.34 as
W(t) = [-( + v(R)).VR + EVp-t < VRV >t]W(t)
+eVp*t.Tr[VRV T+efo dsQ(s)L' x(O)]W(t)
+EV*t. j dyTr[VRV
+EVp-t. f t dy Tr[VRV
*qE(r, y)]u(y)W(t)]
+eVp*t. Tr[VRV z(t)].
B
t t2I(s)L 
r
T+e dsQ2(s)L (Vr.JED (r)) * /E(r, y)(y)W(t)]
T+e dsQ(s)L' [VrTt(r) * Op(r, y)Vr[U.Tt(r)]
We will now obtain the expression for z(t):
d
z(t) = d[Q1(t)p(t)] = Q (t)[Ly(t) +dt
We make use of the fact that
Pb(t) = L'Pb(t)
where
and
(2.2.51)
(2.2.52)
(2.2.53)
(2.2.54)
(2.2.55)
(2.2.56)
(2.2.57)
Using equation 3.2.17, we find that W(t) is given by:
Lz(t)] - P (t)p(t).
(2.2.58)
to rewrite equation 3.2.37 as
i(t) = Ql(t)[Lz(t)] + EQl(t)[Lt (Pb(t)W(t))] + A*(u(R, t) - v(R, t)).[VRpb(T)]W(T).
(2.2.59)
The formal solution of z(t) is given by
z(t) = Tef dsQl(s)Lz(0)
10
+A1 dT7 Tef dsQIs)LQI(T)Lt(Pb(T)W (T))
+A* j dr TRefr dsQi(s)L(u(R, 7) - v(R, T)).[VRpb(T)IW(T).(2.2.60)0
Substituting eqn 3.2.40 in equation 3.2.42 , we obtain the exact Master equation for
W(t)
W(t) P*t
m + v(R, t)).VR + EVpt. < VRV >t]W(t)B
+EVp.t t dy Tr[VRVT+efo dsQ(s)L'x(0)]W(t)
tt
+EVp-t.]
+EVPt. JO
B0 1
dy Tr[VRV T e- 2 (Vr.JkD(r)) * qE(r, y)U(y)W(t)]
dy Tr[VRV Te d 2()L [Vr.(r)* p (r, y) + Vr.[V.T (r)]
* E(rT, y) ](y) W(t)]
±+VpBt .Tr[VRV T+efo dsQi(s)Lz(O)]
+E2Vp*t. j dT"Tr[VRVT[efi dsQl(,
+cA*Vp t. f dT Tr[VRV TRef dsQj
)LQ1 (T)Lt (Pb(7)W(7))]
(s)L (u(R, T) - v(R, T)).[VRPb(7)]W(T)].
(2.2.61)
We will use the following approximations to obtain a more tractable Fokker-Planck
equation:
1. We will choose the initial bath distribution pb(t) to be of the local equilibrium
form a(t). This simplifies our calculations by making X(O) = 0. We note that even if
this condition does not hold, the term containing X(O) is negligeable since it decays
to zero on a molecular time scale.
2. We will use the fact that the forces ¢(r, t) vary slowly in space to approximate the
local equilibrium average by a homogeneous local equilibrium average[l, 5, 6]. We
introduce the small variable A. The local equilibrium of an arbitrary variable D is
given by:
Tr( 1 DeA(r)*,(r,t))< D >t= (2.2.62)
Tr( N! 3NeA(r)*O(r,t))
We now expand O(r) in a taylor series around R and rewrite the A(r) * q(r, t) term
as
N N
A(r) * 0(r, t) = - ai.¢(R, t) + A ai(ri - R).VRq(R, t) + ... (2.2.63)
i=-1 i=1
The local equilibrium average of an arbitrary dynamical variable D is then given by
Tr( 1 De-i=1l a.4(R ,t))
Tr(N3 DeCi=i ai.4(R~t))[ZN 1 ad(r - R)-Tr NN 1• a R)R)(R, t)
T-(A---_e_= l a1(.(R,t))[ESrDe =lai(Rt)) r(N ai(r i- R)eNai(R't))+A I ETE e-N:1-'ai'--C(R't)- Tr( Oe--=lai.¢(R7t))
.VRq(R, t) +...
(2.2.64)
We can now express < D >t in terms of the homogeneous average:
N
< D >t=< D >b (R, t) + A < D(Z ai(ri - R)) >b(R, t).VR(R, t) + ... (2.2.65)
i--1
where D = D- < D >b.
3. We will keep terms only up to quadratic order in the smallness parameters. Up
to this order, the initial term containing z(0) is negligeable and the upper limit of
the time integrals over dr can be extended from t to oo [2, 3, 4]. This follows from
the fact that eL tz(O) and the correlation functions decay to zero for t > Tb, where Tb
W(R, P, t) P*t-[E B + v(R,t)].VRW(t)
m
+cA < VR V(ri - R) >b: !bVVR(P)(R, t)Vp.tBW(t)
i=1
N
+±cA E < VRV (eti- )(r - R) >b:
i=1
VR(--3)(R, t)Vp*tBW(t)
+cA dT < JEDTe-L Q2H (t)VRV >b: VR(C)(R t)
+±e d- < VRVe - L TVRaV >b: VP*tB
P*t[/3b(R, t)[ 1• B + (v(R, t) - u(R, t))] + Vpt B]W(t).
(2.2.66)
where Q2H(t) corresponds to the projection operator Q2 (t) with homogeneous
local equilibrium averages. We have made use of the thermodynamic relation:
VR(~b) = WVR(3b) + ObVVR(P) (2.2.67)
where P is the pressure and V and 7- correspond to the volume and enthalpy per
bath particle, respectively.
We can rewrite the Fokker-Planck equation 2.2.68 as:
PB
= -. VRW(t)M
+A C < VR V(ri - R) >b: /bVVR(P)
i=1
(R, t)VpBW(t)
N
+A < VRV (et i - $)(ri - R) >b: VR(-3b)(R, t)VpBW(t)i= 1
+A dT < JEDTe - L Q2H(VRV >b: VR(Ob)(R,
VPtB W(t)
W(R, P, t)
corresponds to the relaxation time of the isolated bath.
Using these approximations, eqn 2.2.61 becomes
t) VPBW(t)
+ dT < VRVe - L V V >b: VPB
[/b(R, t u(R, t)] + VpB]W(t).
(2.2.68)
2.3 Analysis of the terms in the Fokker-Planck
equation
The Fokker-Planck equation contains Euler terms of order f and cA and dissipative
terms of orders cA and E2. The first term of eqn (2.2.68) corresponds to the usual
streaming term which is present in the Fokker-Planck equation of a Brownian-bath
system for which the bath is in equilibrium.
The second term is a streaming term due to a pressure gradient.
In order to get an estimate of the order of magnitude of the correlation function
E•j < V•V(r i - R) >H which appears in this term, we shall model the potential
w(rol) by a hard sphere potential and the potential u(rl 2) by a square well potential:
w(rol) = oc for rol < a
= 0 for ro01 >a (2.3.1)
where a is the radius of the Brownian particle plus that of the bath particle and
u(r12) = 00 for r 12 < a
= C for a<r l 2 < ca
= 0 for r 12 > aa. (2.3.2)
The quantity a is the diameter of the bath particle, a is a small positive number and
C is a constant.
Detailed calculation are given in the appendix. We find this term to be of order oa .
b
The third term is a streaming term due to a temperature gradient. The correla-
tion function ••/1 1 < VR Vet (rt - R) >b .VR(- ~ b) is examined in the appendix. We
find this term to be of order a3
The fourth term is a dissipative term corresponding to the heat flow resulting from a
gradient in the temperature.
The last term contains the usual dissipative terms found in the Fokker-Planck equa-
tion. The velocity term in this last expression is a friction terms that reflects the drag
induced by the bath particles. For the purpose of estimating the order of magnitude
of this term, we shall consider the friction term to follow the Stokes-Einstein law
7 = 67rva where v is the viscosity. As several authors have pointed out [5, 12, 13],
this is not entirely true for non-equilibrium systems. In such systems, the friction
coefficient will depend on a number of factors such as the Reynolds number. These
factors are however only small corrections to the Stokes Einstein law and will not
affect the overall order of magnitude in a of the friction term.
2.4 Comparison to other work
Our Fokker-Planck equation (2.2.68) agrees with the one derived by Zubarev et al. [5]
and by Perez-Madrid et al. [6] for the case of a Brownian particle in a moving bath
in the presence of a temperature gradient. Zubarov et al. [5] derived the Fokker-
Planck equation using statistical mechanics while Perez-Madrid et al. [6] used a
non-equilibrium thermodynamic method of internal degrees of freedom.
The term involving i=1 < VRV (eti - )(ri- R) >H: VR(-,b)(R, t) which comes
from the homogeneous expansion of < VRV >t does not appear in the Fokker-Planck
equation of Perez-Madrid et al. The authors [6] attribute the absence of this term
to its extreme microscopic nature which their thermodynamic theory cannot account
for. This term is present in the Zubarov et al. equation, although not explicitly,
since their Fokker-Planck equation is expressed in terms of local non-homogeneous
averages.
2.5 Generalized Langevin Equation for an arbi-
trary function of the position and momentum
of the Brownian particle
2.5.1 Derivation of the Langevin Equation
We shall use the hermitian adjoint of the projection operator PI(t) to derive the
Langevin equation for an arbitrary function G(R, P). P (t) is defined by its action
on an arbitrary dynamical variable D(r) by
P (t)D(r) = Tr[C(r)pb(t)]. (2.5.1)
The time evolution of G(R, P) is given by:
= e-LtG(R,P)
= -e-L t (P (t) + Qt(t))LBG(R,P)
-e-Ltpt(t) (P .VRG + VRV.VPBG)
M
- e-LtQ(t)VRV.VPBG)
(2.5.2)
The evolution operator e-Lt is given by [1]:
e-Lt
e
SeLtP (t) - tds e-LtP (s)LQI(s)Te dr -LQ (t)
+Q (O)T_efo dT-LQ1TQt (t
- jds eL (s)T dr -LQ (7)
0\/-
(2.5.3)
Introducing the small parameter e and substituting the expression for e- Lt into the
second term of equation 3.3.14 , we obtain the following expression for G(R, P, t):
G(R, P, t)
I
G(R, P, t) p*t-- e-LI•(t)(-( LB + V(R)).VRG + VRV.Vp4G)
m
-EK(t, 0)
+e fot ds e-LsPt (s)LK (t, s)
+E fods e-Lsi (s)K(t, s)
+E for ds e-7P (s)P (s)T_ef dr -LQI(rt (t)VRV
(2.5.4)
where we have defined the fluctuating force K(t, s):
K(t, s) = Q 
_ (s)Tef di-LQ (T)Q (t)VRV.VpBG
The fluctuating force has the property that:
P (s)K(t, s) = 0
Making use of the following identities:
= E e-LtTr[VRVpb(t)]
= C e-Lt < V•V >t
+ e-Lt Tr[VRV T+efo dsQ(s)L' x(O)]
+e - Lt j dy Tr[VRV T+ef- dsQ2 ")L
+- e- Lt f dy Tr[VRV Twef dsQ2(s)L0~e
(Vr-JED(r)) * OE(r, y) a(yj)
[Vr.TD (r) * Op(r, y) + Vr.[u.Tt(r)] * qE(r, y)]u(y)]
(2.5.7)
(2.5.5)
1. e-LtP (t)VRVI(OVRVK.
(2.5.6)
I= -E ds e-LsPt (s)L'K(t, s)
where we have made use of the fact that pb(s) = L'pb(S)
4.e j dse-Lsp (s)Pi(s)T-efS dr -LQ(T)Ql(t)VRV = 0
we rewrite G(t) as
= - K(t, 0)
P*t
+e-Lt[ B + v(R)].VRG
m
-- e-Lt < VRV >t .VpBtG
- e-Lt Tr[VRV Tefo d(s)L x() .Vp*tG]
-6 dy Tr[VRV T +e dsQ(s)L Vr- JD (r)
0 * E (r, y) (y).VpBaG]
+CVp t. j dy Tr[VRV Te d2(s)L
[Vr.TD(r) * p(r, r.[U.T (r)] E(r, y)(y)].VpfrG]
+62 j d- Lse P (s)LtK(t, s)
+cA* fods e-LsP (s)(u((R) - v(R)).VRK(t, s)
(2.5.11)
Using the same approximations as for the Fokker-Planck equation, equation 2.5.11
becomes
2.E f ds e -Ls P (s) LK(t, s)
3.C 0 ds e-LsP (s)K(t, s)
(2.5.9)
G(R, P, t)
(2.5.10)
= . t ds e-J*Pt (s)L' K(t, s)
+E2 ds e-LSP (s)LtK(t, s)
+A* jds e-LsP(s)(u(R) - v(R)).VRK(t, s)
(2.5.8)
+ V(R)].VRG
-EA , e-Lt < VR V(ri - R) >b: /3bVVR(P)(R,t)Vp~G
N
-cA e- L t < VRV (eti - W)(ri- R) >b:
i=1
-EA f dT e - Lt < JEDTe-L Q2H (t)r VV >b:
- fodTr e-L(t-r)[p(R, t) [• B + A*(v(R, t)
< VRVe-L T VRV >b .VpBG.
7 R (-b)(R, t) VI
VR (b)(R, t)Vp
- u(R, t))] Vy
z2
Let us look more closely at the terms of order E2. These terms contain the e:
sion e-L(t-T)f(R, P) which can be rewritten as:
e-L(t--r)f(R, P) = f(R, P, t)- fI tt -"- f (R, P, s)ds (2
The second term is at least of order epsilon and can be neglected.
We now rewrite the Langevin Equation as :
-K'(t, 0)
PB
+( M .VG) (t)
N
-AX < VR V(ri - R) >b: bVVR(P) (R, t)(VPBG)(t)
i=1
N
-A < VRV (eti - W)(ri - R) >b: VR(-/b)(R, t)(VpBG)(t'
i=1
-A j dT < JEDTe-L 'Q2H )TVRV >b: VR(/3b)(R,t)(VpBG)(t'
- dT < VR Ve - LTVRV >b: ([3b(Rt)[ PB - u(R, t) - Vp
G(R, P, t)
G(R, P, t)
(2.5.14)
= - K(t, 0)
+e-Lt[
P Bt
m
K'(t, 0) = Q (O)T_efo dt -LQ•(7)Q (t)VV.VPBG (2.5.15)
2.5.2 Average Langevin Equation
The Fokker-Planck and the Langevin equation derived in sections 2 and 5 clearly yield
identical average Langevin equations for an arbitrary function G(R, P). The following
average Langevin equation is obtained from the Fokker-Planck equation by averaging
G(R, P) over W(t). Note that the random force term K is not present in this equation
since the derivation of the Fokker-Planck equation involved an integration over the
bath.
< G(R, P,t)> = PB< ( .VRG)(t)>
N
-A << « R V(ri - R) >b: !bVVR(P)(R, t)(VPBG)(t) >
i=1
N
-A << VRV (eti - ~7)(ri - R) >b: VR(--b)(R., t)(VpBG)(t) >
i=1
-A fdT << JEDTe-L' Q2H(t)VRaV >b: VR(-3b)(R, t)(VPBG)(t) >
- dT << VRVe-  VV >b
.([b(R, t)[ -B- u(R, t)] - VpB].VpBG)(t) >.
(2.5.16)
where K' (t, 0) is given by:
2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have dealt with the problem of Brownian motion in a non-
equilibrium bath in the most general and rigorous manner possible. We have described
the bath by the exact non-equilibrium distribution function of Levine and Oppenheim
[1], which is valid for systems non-linearly displaced from equilibrium. We started
with the Hamiltonian equations for a Brownian particle interacting with N light par-
ticles and proceeded to derive a Fokker-Planck equation and a generalized Langevin
equation for an arbitrary function G(R, P) using two different time-dependent projec-
tion operators. The Fokker-Planck equation was obtained by projecting out the bath
variables, while the derivation of the Langevin equation involved an averaging over
the non-equilibrium distribution function of the bath. The two equations obtained
are equivalent.
The Fokker-Planck and Langevin equations were expressed in terms of correlation
functions over homogeneous local equilibrium averages. These equations are valid up
to second order in the small parameters e, A and A*. The Fokker-Planck equation
contains the usual Euler and dissipative equilibrium terms, as well as a number of
terms due to the non-equilibrium nature of the bath. Streaming and dissipative terms
reflecting spatial variations in pressure, velocity and temperature are present in these
equations.
|
N
< VRV(ri 
- R) >b
i=l1
NN
= < Fiorjo>b
i=1 j=1
= N < Folrol >b +N(N - 1) < Foro2 >b,
(2.7.1)
where the subscript 0 stands for the Brownian particle and Fio = dV(ro)droi
Let us first consider the term < Foirol >b
< Fo1 rol >H = dr1 Foiroip(1)
= drl Foirole- bV(rol)e -bz(rol),
Vwhere z(ro) is a potential of mean f rc . We now make use of the fact that
where z(rol) is a potential of mean force. We now make use of the fact that
Fole-OV(roi) - d Vro= (- ) -•--bV(rol)
tb drol
S(- ) 6(roi - o)
to rewrite eqn (2.7.2) as
NI 1i r
< Fo1rol >b= (• ) Idrol ro1 (6r 0 1 - a)e- 3bz(r)V3 Ob
where I is the unit tensor.
We now integrate over the spatial argument and the angles to obtain
< Folrol >b - N 1 47ra3e -bz(t)V Ob 3
(2.7.2)
(2.7.3)
(2.7.4)
(2.7.5)
2.7 Appendix
Let us look more closely at the second term appearing in the Fokker-Planck equation.
We can rewrite the correlation function ZN=, < VRV(ri - R) >b as
N2 1 2
< F0 2 r0 2 >b = 8i7 -(- a3( a 3 + e-cbC(1 - a3))
V 2 Ob 3
+-I2 a4 (a4 + e-ObC(1 -4))2
-1a6(a6 + e-bC(1 
- a6)))
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We look at the third term in more detail.
S1=1 <VR VeK (r, - R) >b .VR(-b) is given by
< VR Vef(r, - R) >b -VR(/ 3b)
N1
/=1
N
- < FojeOl(ro) >H
1,j=1
N t t
= < Foj( P1 
p
2m1,j=l 1
.VR(-b)(R, t)
1
+ 2wol2 Z3z= ySij) (rTo)2
(2.7.7)
Let us now evaluate each term in eqn(2.7.7):
1.- <
j,I
t t
S  (rol) >b (N < F01 01 >b +N(N - 1) < Foro02 2b)AB
(2.7.8)
where < Folr 0 2 >b and < Folr 02 >b are given by eqn(7.5) and eqn(7.6), respectively.
2. 13 < Fojwolrol >b= N < Folwororo >b +N(N - 1) < Fowo 2ro2 >b
j,(
(2.7.9)
where
N 1 47•
< Folwolrol >b= - 4b 3 (7U)-1b0
(2.7.6)
In a similar manner, we find that
(2.7.10)
3. Z < FojUlkroI >b
j,l,k
= N(N - 1) < F0 1 12 ro0 1 >b +N(N - 1) < Fo01u 12ro2 >b
+N(N - 1)(N - 2) < Fol0 23r01 >b (2.7.12)
where
< Fol u 12ro01 >b
1 N2 87r2 2
- N 2 8r 2 ICe- • bC[ _  _ 1)3b V 2 3 3
1
-r4 4 - 1 (2.7.13)
< Folul2ro2 >b
I N2  2
- 8__r2Ce-_c[- 3a3(1 - 0 3 )
ý 2 V2a 3 3 a )
1 1
I a2 a4 - a ) + -a 6(1 - a6 )]2 24
and
(2.7.11)
and
(2.7.14)
< Folwo02r 2 >b= 0
__ \-- --]j
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Chapter 3
Fokker-Planck Equation and
Langevin Equation of a System of
Several Brownian Particles in a
Non-Equilibrium Bath
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we generalize the treatment of chapter 2 to a system of several Brow-
nian particles in a non-equilibrium bath. In section 2, we derive the Fokker-Planck
equation for the Brownian system using time-dependent projection operators that
eliminate the fast bath variables. We compare the one particle and n-particle Fokker-
Planck equations and examine the new terms appearing in the n-particle equation.
In section 3, we derive the Generalized Langevin equation for an arbitrary function
of the positions and momenta of the Brownian particles. In section 4, we obtain an
expression for the non-equilibrium conditional distribution of the bath.
H(XB, X) = HB(XB) + Ho(X, R") (3.2.1)
where
Pn .Pn
HB(XB)= 2M (R")2M (3.2.2)
and
H(X, RN) = + U(rN) + V(rN, Rn)2m (3.2.3)
The Brownian-Brownian, bath-bath and and Brownian-bath interactions are de-
scribed by the potentials ((Rn), U(rN) and V(rN, Rn), respectively. These potentials
are sums of two-body, short range terms and are given by:
n
D(R") = E E (( Ri- Rj1) (3.2.4)
i=1 j>i
N
U(rN) = ZE u(Jri- rjr)
i=1 j>i
N n
V(r") = E Zw(ri ,- Rj)
i=1 j=1
(3.2.5)
(3.2.6)
It is convenient to define reduced momenta for both the Brownian and the bath
particles
(3.2.7)
(3.2.8)
and
p = pj - mu(rj)
p*t =pti
3.2 The Fokker-Planck Equation
We consider a system consisting of n spherical Brownian particles of mass M and
phase point XB = (Rn, pn) immersed in a non-equilibrium bath of N light particles
of mass m and phase point X = (rN, pN).
The Hamiltonian of the system is given by:
(3.2.9)
where E = (M) " is a small parameter that reflects the difference in masses of the
Brownian and bath particles. The quantities v(Ri) and u(rj) corresponds to the
average velocities of the Brownian and bath particles, respectively.
The Liouvillian of the system is given by
L = Lo + LB (3.2.10)
where
pN
L0 = - r + VN(U + V).V (3.2.11)
m
and
P"
LB = .VRn + VRn (V + ().Vp n . (3.2.12)
In terms of the reduced notation, the Liouvillian can be expressed as:
L = L' + A*(u(Rn) - v(Rn)).VRn + ELB (3.2.13)
where
N
L' = Lo - u(Ri).VRi (3.2.14)
i=1
and
p"*t
Lt = -- .VRn + VRn(V + (±).Vpn*t. (3.2.15)
m
We have introduced the small parameter A* associated with the difference in bath
and Brownian particle velocities. In order to make the notation simpler, we shall use
the following notation:
pn*t = pn* (3.2.16)
The Liouvillian L governs the dynamics of the distribution function p(t) of the
total system
.p(X, X. t)(X, XB, t) - P Bt = Lp(X, XB, t). (3.2.17)
We are interested in deriving the Fokker-Planck equation for the reduced distribution
function W(XB, t) of the Brownian particles. This distribution is obtained from the
total distribution function p(X, XB, t) by taking the trace over the bath:
W(XB, t) = Trb[p(X, XB, t)] (3.2.18)
The trace operation Trb involves an integration over the phase space of the bath
and a summation over the number of bath particles.
The bath particles in the presence of the Brownian particles are described by the
non-equilibrium distribution function pb(t) which was derived chapter 1:
t t
pb t) = Ub(t)+ T+efo Q2()L d"Xb(O) + +e T f •e (s)Lds [Q2(y)L'Ab(r)l • qb(r, y)Ub(y)dy
(3.2.19)
We rewrite 3.2.19 more explicitely as:
pb(t) = b (t) + T(T+ef 2(s)L d+ (VrED (r)) * EEb(r, y)ub(y)dy
o
t  f (s t tL'+ Te ()L ds [Vr-tD (r) * qPb(r, y) + Vr.[U.TD (r)] * qEb(r, y)]Ob(y)dy
(3.2.20)
The quantities TbtD and JbED correspond to the dissipative microscopic stress ten-
sor and energy current of the bath, respectively, and ab(t) is the local equilibrium
distribution function for the bath in the presence of the Brownian particles:
1 e b(r),* b(r,t) 1 Ab(r)*Ob(r,t)b(t) N!h3N N!he
TTrb( N 3 NeCb(r),*b(r,t)) Trb( N!~N eAb(r)*b(t) (3.2.21)
The quantity Cb(r) is the column vector
Cb(r) = ( 1
and Ab(r) = Ab(r)- < Ab(r) > . The brackets < ... >t denote a local equi-
librium average over the bath distribution function oab(t). The variables Ab(r)=
E~ ai6(r - ri) form a special set consisting of the number density Nb(r), the mo-
mentum density Pb(r) and the energy density Eb(r) of the bath.
The bath densities are given by the following expressions
N
Nb(r) = Z6(r - ri), (3.2.22)
i=1
N
Pb(r) = pi(r - i), (3.2.23)
i=1
N
Eb(r) e(r - ri), (3.2.24)
i=1
where
p.p, 1 N n
ei = u( ri - rj ) + E w(|Rk - ri|). (3.2.25)j=1,j i k=1
The quantity qb(r, t) is a vector whose components are the forces conjugate to the
dynamical variables Cb(r) :
¢ 1(r, t) = 0 (3.2.26)
1
ONb(r, t) = @b(r, t) [b(r, t) - • mu2 (r, t)] (3.2.27)
Opb(r, t) = 3 b(r, t)u(r, t) (3.2.28)
OEb(r, t) = -b(r, t) (3.2.29)
where /3b(r, t) kBTb(r,t) and Tb(r, t), [b(r, t) and u(r, t) are the local bath tempera-
ture, chemical potential and velocity, respectively. The * in Cb(r) * qb(r, t) denotes a
scalar product, an integration over the spatial argument r and a summation over the
bath hydrodynamic variables.
The time dependent projection operator Q4(t) appearing in equation 3.2.20 is
defined by its action on an arbitrary dynamical variable D as follows [1, 2]:
Qt(t)D(r)=(1 - P2t(t))D(r), (3.2.30)
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P2 (t)D(r)- Trb[D(r)Cb(r,)]* < CbCb >'-1 (rr) * Cb(ro)c9b(t). (3.2.31)
We also define its hermitian conjugate P2(t):
P2 (t)D(r)_ < D(r)Cb(rr) >t * < CbCb >t- (rT, r) * Cb(ro). (3.2.32)
3.2.1 Derivation of the Master Equation
In this section, we shall derive the Master equation for the n-particle Brownian system.
This equation will be simplified in the next section to yield the Fokker-Planck equation
for the Brownian system.
Our treatment follows very closely the one used for the one particle case and only
a brief outline of the derivation will be given here. Details of the derivation are given
in chapter 2.
We make use of the projection operator P1 (t) to derive the Fokker-Planck equation
for the Brownian particles. The projection operator P1 (t) is defined by its action on
an arbitrary dynamical variable D(r) by [2, 13, 14, 15]:
P1 (t)D = Pb(t)Trb[D(r)] (3.2.33)
The time derivative of W(t) is given by:
W (t) = Tb[(t)]
= Trb[Lp(t)]
= Trb[L(y(t) + z(t))] (3.2.34)
where
y(t) = Pi(t)p(t) = pb(t)W(t) (3.2.35)
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where
(3.2.36)
We now obtain the expression for z(t) by solving the differential equation for ý(t):
d
?(t) -= -[Ql(t)p(t)] = Qi(t)[Ly(t) + Lz(t)] - P1 (t)p(t) (3.2.37)
We make use of the fact that
Pb(t) = L'pb(t) (3.2.38)
to rewrite equation 3.2.37 as
S(t) = Ql(t)[Lz(t)] + EQi(t)[LtB(Pb(t)W(t))]
+A* -(u(Ri) - v(Ri)).[VRpb(t)]W(t)
(3.2.39)
The formal solution of z(t) is given by
= Tefo dsQl(s)Lz(O) + c dTeT+efE dsQl(s)LQI (T)L (Pb(T)W(T))
t n
+A* L d TTef dsQi(s)L E(u(Ri) - v(Ri)).[VRiPb(T)]W(T)
i=1
(3.2.40)
We now make use of eqn (3.2.40) and the following properties
TTb[LD(r)]
p.S -E P .VR Trb[D(r)]
j=1
+e C Vp;. Trb[VRj (V + D) D(r)]
j=1
n
- v(Rj).VR Trb[D].
j=1
to obtain the exact master equation for W(t):
and
z(t)
(3.2.41)
z(t) = QI(t)p(t).
n Pý n
W(t) [- (-' + v(Rj)).VR +± V, .[VR +< VR V >]W(t)
j=1 j=1
n t
+E E Vp .TTb[VR, V T efo dQ2(s)L Xb(0)]W(t)
j=1
+C Vp*. j dyTrb[V VT+e dsQ(s)L' (Vr.JbED(r)) * Eb(r, y) b( )W(t)
j=1
+eSVp;.jdyTrb(VRV fe dsQ2(s)L'
j=1
[Vr.TbtD(r) * pb(r, y) + Vr.[U.TbtD(r)]
•Eb(r, y)] b (Y)W(t)
n
+~ Vp-; .T•r[VR, VT+o dsQj(s)LZ(O)]
j=1
+62 Vp;. d Tr Tr[V Q(s)LQI()L (Pb (T) W(T))
j=1
+&* 5 V p;.oj dTTrb[VRjVT+er dQl(s)L(u(R 2) - v(R.)).
i=1j=1
[VR, pb(T) ] W(T)
(3.2.42)
3.2.2 Derivation of the Fokker-Planck Equation
We use the following approximations to obtain a more tractable Fokker-Planck equa-
tion:
1. We choose the initial bath distribution Pb(t) to be of the local equilibrium form
Ub(t). This simplifies our calculations by making Xb(O) = 0. We note that even if this
condition does not hold, the term containing Xb(0) is negligeable since it decays to
zero on a molecular time scale.
2. We use the fact that the forces Ob(r, t) vary slowly in space to approximate the
local equilibrium average by a homogeneous local equilibrium average. Averages over
this local bath homogeneous average will be denoted by : < ... >b. We introduce the
small variable A which is a measure of the magnitude of the macroscopic gradients of
i
the system. We will take A to be of the same order as the other smallness parameters
appearing in the Master Equation.
The local equilibrium average < D >t of an arbitrary variable D is given in terms
of the homogeneous average by:
n N
< D >t=< D >b +A< D(EE ai (ri - Rk)) >b.VRk (Rk, t) + ... (3.2.43)
k=1 i=1
where D - D- < D >b-
3. We keep terms only up to quadratic order in the smallness parameters. Up to
this order, the initial term containing z(O) is negligeable and the upper limit of the
time integrals over dT can be extended from t to oo. This follows from the fact that
eL tz(O) and the correlation functions decay to zero for t > Tb, where Tb corresponds
to the relaxation time of the isolated bath.
For times greater than the molecular time and up to second order in the smallness
parameters, the Fokker-Planck equation is therefore given by:
P*n n
W(t) = -[6 + Ev(Rj)].VRn W(t)
S i=1
+e[VRan + VRnw'].Vp.nW(t)
n nN
+EA 5 < VR,V(ri - Rk) >b: V•[3bVR(P) ]Rk ,t)VP*W(t)
j=1 k=1 i=1
n n N
-A EE 5 < VRt V[(et (r - Rk)) - (ri-Rk) >b: VRkb(Rk, t)VpW(t)
j=l k=1 i=1 1
+cA dy < JEDe-L Q()VRV >b: VRk 3b(Rk , t)Vp;W(t)
j=1 k=1
-A dy [ObVRkU (Ik, t). K< TbDeL >bk: VP*W(t)
j=1 k=1
j=1 k=l
dy < VRkVe-L VRjV >b: Vp~
/3b(Rk, t)[I + A*(v(Rk, t) - u(Rk, t)] + V W(t)
where VRnW' =< VRnV >b and w'(R n ) is the potential of mean force. The
potential of mean force can be rewritten as:
n
w' (R") e 1: w"(|Rj - Rkl).
j=1 k>j
(3.2.45)
The quantities ', V and W7 correspond to the pressure, volume and enthalpy per
bath particle, respectively. The notation D corresponds to: D = fdrD(r) where
D(r) is a dynamical variable.
The Fokker-Planck equation can be rewritten as:
Pn
W (t) = -- VRn W(t)
M
+[VRn # + VRn w'].VpnW(t)
n N
+•A E •E < VRR V(r - Rk) >b: b[ObVRk (p)]
j=1 k=1 i=1
(Rk, t)Vp W(t)
n n N
-A V 3V[(e (r~- Rk)) - i(r- Rk) >b: V (Rk, t)VPj W(t)
j=l k=1 i=1
+A dy < JEDe-L Q2(VRJ >b: VRd<b(R kt)VpW(t)
j=1 k=1
-A dy [bVRk k t) TbDe-L Q2)YVRjV >b: Vp W(t)
j=1 k=1
+EJE dy
j=1 k=1
< VR-Ve-L yV•V >b: Vp,
Pbk 3 (t)K[P - (Rk, t)] + VPk]W(t)
Irb(Rk, t)1 -- U WIt )
(3.2.46)
(3.2.44)
We express the Fokker-Planck equation in the following more compact form:
W(t) = OW(t) (3.2.47)
where the effective Liouvillian O of the Brownian system is given by equation (3.2.46).
3.2.3 Analysis of the Terms in the Fokker-Planck Equation
The n-particle Fokker-Planck equation contains the equilibrium Euler and dissipative
terms as well as a number of additional terms reflecting the non-equilibrium nature
of the bath.
Streaming terms due to gradients in bath pressure
(Z ~1 z Ei = < [VRV](ri - Rk) >b: V[bVRkP](Rk, t))
and temperature (- Ei=1 =1 1 < V V[(e (ri - Rk))--(ri - Rk) >b: VRk/b(Rk, t))
are present in this equation. These terms correspond to the second term in the ho-
mogeneous expansion (equation 3.2.43) of < VRnV >t.
A friction term (- fo dy 7jn 1  =1 < V Ve-LYV V >b: [Pbu](Rk)) corre-
sponding to the flowing behavior of the bath as well as a heat flow term
(fo dy EZ> jn < J'EDe-L'Q2(t)Y~ V >b: VRkb(Rk, t)) induced by a tempera-
ture gradient are also found in the Fokker-Planck equation.
The n particle Fokker-Planck equation differs from the one particle case derived
in an earlier paper [13] by the presence of terms involving Brownian-Brownian inter-
actions and of terms arising from the loss of rotational symmetry due to the extra
particles. Averages over odd rank tensors which vanish in the one particle case are
present in the n particle Fokker-Planck equation. Among the additional terms are
averages over the Brownian-bath forces < VRn V >b and averages over displacements:
j= z[ 1 zfl = < [VRVVj(ri - Rk) >b-
A dissipative term corresponding to a flow of particles due to a gradient in the bath
velocity (- f0o0 dy Ej=n ZE=l [3bVRk u] (Rk, t). < De-L Q2(t)YVRV >b) also arises in
the n-particle equation.
Our Fokker-Planck equation (3.2.46) agrees with the one derived by Zubarev et
al. [16] and by Perez-Madrid et al. [17] for the case of several Brownian particles in
a moving bath in the presence of a temperature gradient. Zubarev et al. [16] derived
the Fokker-Planck equation using statistical mechanics while Perez-Madrid et al. [17]
used a non-equilibrium thermodynamic method.
The term involving - E'n=1 -i < RjV[(e(r Rk))-(r Rk)] >b R (Rk t)
which comes from the homogeneous expansion of < VRnV >t does not appear in
the Fokker-Planck equation of Perez-Madrid et al. The authors [17] attribute the
absence of this term to its extreme microscopic nature which their thermodynamic
theory cannot account for. This term is present in the Zubarev et al. equation,
although not explicitly, since their Fokker-Planck equation is expressed in terms of
local non-homogeneous averages.
In the nexr section, we shall derive the Generalized Langevin Equation for an
arbitrary function of the positions and momenta of the Brownian particles.
3.3 Generalized Langevin Equation
3.3.1 Derivation of the Langevin Equation
We shall use the hermitian adjoint of the projection operator Pi(t) to derive the
Langevin equation for an arbitrary function G(R n , pn). P (t) is defined by its action
on an arbitrary dynamical variable D(r) by
Pt(t)D(r) = Trb[C(r)pb(t)]. (3.3.1)
The time evolution of G(R n, Pn) is given by:
G(Rn , P n ,t) = e-LtG(Rn,pn)
= -e-Lt(PI(t) + Q(t))LBG(Rn,Pn)
b
P"
-e-L~P(t)( .VRnG + VRn [V + ].Vpn G)M - e-LQ (t)VRnV.VphG)
(3.3.2)
The evolution operator e- Lt is given by [1]:
e-Lt
e
-Ltpt ot L t Dtt d -L~t-r t= e tP (t) - ds e- LtP (s)LQt (s)Tef r QQ (t)
+Q1 (O)T_efo dT-LQi- Q (t)
-
ds e-LsJI (s)T e f dr -LQt (7) (3.3.3)
Introducing the small parameter c and substituting the expression for e- Lt into the
second term of equation 3.3.14 , we obtain the following expression for G(R n, pn, t):
G(R", P", t) = -e-LtPi(t)(-(-Pn + v(Ri)).VRRG + VRn [V
-c K(t, 0)
+ 1].Vp*"G)
+C t ds e-LsP (s) LK (t, s)
+6 o ds e-LsP (s)K (t, s)
+ ft ds e-LsP (s)P (s)T eft dT -LQi(T)Qt (t) VR, V
(3.3.4)
where we have defined the fluctuating force K(t, s):
K(t, s) = Q (s)T_ ed -LQ (7)Q(t)VRn V.Vp* G
The fluctuating force has the property that:
Pt (s)K(t, s) = 0
Making use of the following identities:
= E e-LtTrb[VRnVPb(t)
(3.3.5)
(3.3.6)
1.E e-LtP(t)V nVI (t) V Rn
= e - L t < VRnV >t
+ e-Lt Tb [VRV Teo dsV + (s)L x(0)]
Se- L t  dyTTrb[VRn V Te: ds2(s)L (Vr.Jt
+ e- Lt dyTrb[VRnV T+e dsQ(s)L'
[Vr.TtD(r) * Op(r, y) + Vr.[u.TbtD(r)] * qE(r, y)
* cE(r, y))ab(y)]
(3.3.7)
2. t ds e-LsP (s) LK (t, E o ds e-LsP (s)L'K(t, s)
j+2 ds e-LSP(s) L K(t, s)
+EA* fO ds e-LsP I (S) [u(Ri)
3.c j ds e-LsP I (s)K (t, s) = -, d e - Ls PI(s)L'K(t, s
where we have made use of the fact that Pb(s) = L'pb(s)
4. I ds e-LsP i(s)P1 (s)TefS dr -LQ (T)Ql(t)VRn V = 0
we rewrite G(t) as
= -E K(t, O)
+ C _L t [ _P . n+e -[e v(Ri)].VRG
m i=1
-Ee-Lt[VRn•-+ < VRn V >t .Vp*nG
- e-Lt T rb[VRV Tefo dsQ(s)Lx().Vp*G]
-E f dyTrb [VRVTef d2(s)L (r.JbtED(r) E* O (r,y
- v(R
(3.3.8)
(3.3.9)
G(R, P, t)
(3.3.10)
+EVp t. dy Trb[VRV T+e dsQY(sL'
[Vr.TD (r) * qp(r, y) + Vr.[U.T D(r)] * cE(r, y)]Ub(y)].Vp*nG]
+2 i ds e-Lst (s)L K(t, s)
+iEA* j ds e-LsP (S) n [u (Ri) - v (Ri) ]VRiK(t, s)
Using the same approximations as for the Fokker-Planck equation, equation 3.3.11
becomes
G(R", P", t) -E K(t, 0)
pan
+e-Lt E
m
+ Zv(Ri)].VRG
i=1
-E e-Lt[VRn(±+ < VRn V >b .VP *n G
N n n
-eA E E E e - L t < VRj V(ri - Rk)
i=1 j=1 k=1
>b IbVVRk , t)VpG
Nn n
-eA E E E e - L t <VRV (et, - 3t)(ri - Rk) >b VRk (-b)(Rk, t)Vp*G
i=1 j=1 k=1
0 n n
-6A [I dT e-Lt < JbEDe-L Q2( V >b: VRk(b)(Rk, t)pG
0 j=1 k=1
+EA 0 d E I T e-Lt t -L•• Q2 R > (u) (Rk, t)VpG
j=1 k=1
f dT e -L(t - ) I[b(R k, t)
j=1 k=1
P[E +
m
A*(v(Rk, t) - u)(Rk, t)] - Vp*
< VRk Ve - L TVRj V >b .VP3 G.
(3.3.12)
Let us look more closely at the terms of order c2. These terms contain the expres-
sion e-L(t-T)f(Rn, p n ) which can be rewritten as:
e-L(t-7)f (Rn, P) = f (R, P", t) - ic-Tf (Rn, pn, s)ds
(3.3.11)
(3.3.13)
The second term is at least of order epsilon and can be neglected.
We now rewrite the Langevin Equation as :
-K'(t, 0)
+(B .VRnG)(t) - ([VRn[D +
N
i=1
i=1
n n
S< VR, V(ri - Rk) >b: 3bVVRk (P)(Rk, t)(VpjG)(t)
j=1 k=1
< VR, V (eti - ~) (ri - Rk) >b: VRk (-/b)(Rk, t) (VpjG) (t)
n n
j=1 k=1
-A d dr < JbEDL Q2(t VRV >: VR (3b)(Rk, t)(VpjG)(t)
j=1 k=1
+A dr <
j=1 k=1
bD e-L Q2(t)TVR V >b: /b VRk (u) (Rk, t) (VPjG)(t)
0oo n
- dr EE < VRJ Ve-L' R V >bj=1 k=1
P
([3b(Rk t) [ M - u(Rk.t)]- VPk]VpjG)(t).
(3.3.14)
where K'(t, 0) is given by:
K' (t, 0) = Qt (O)T_efo dr -LQ ) ( t) Rt VV.VpnG (3.3.15)
3.3.2 Average Langevin Equation
We can obtain the average Langevin equation either from the Langevin equation
3.3.14 or from the Fokker-Planck equation 3.2.46 by averaging G(Rn, p n ) over W(t).
P"
< (-.VRnG)(t) > - < ([VRn [ + w'].VpnG)(t) >
<< VRj V(ri - Rk) >b:
N n n
-A EEE
i=1 j=1 k=1
/bVVRk (P) (Rk, t)(VpjG)(t) >
G(R, P, t)
w'].Vp G)(t)
< G(R", P", t)>
Nn n
-A • 1 << VR« V (eti - i)(ri- Rk) >b:
i=1 j=l k=1
VRk(--b)(Rk, t)(VpkG)(t) >
-A d EE << JDTe-L' Q2()TVR V >b:
j=1 k=1
VRk (--b) (Rk, t)(VpjG)(t) >
+A d00d n n reL Q2 TV4 >~
j=l k=1
f3b VRk (u)(Rk, t) (VpjG)(t) >
- d : << VRk Ve- L VR, V >bj=1 k=1
([ (Rkt) - u(Rk, t)] - Vpk].VpjG)(t) >.
(3.3.16)
In the next section, we shall derive an expression for the non-equilibrium condi-
tional distribution for the bath.
3.4 Non-equilibrium Conditional Distribution for
the Bath
An expression for the non-equilibrium conditional distribution p(t) for the bath can
be obtained from the Fokker-Planck equation 3.2.47 using the projection operator
techniques presented in part 2.2.
The distribution function p(t) is defined as:
p(t)
(t) = (t) (3.4.17)W (t)
We make use of the properties of the projection operators Pi(t) and Q, (t) to
rewrite 3.4.17 as:
(t ((t) + Q,(t))p(t)W(t)
z(t)
= pb(t) + (3.4.18)W(t)
Inserting the expression for z(t) (eqn 3.2.40) into eqn 3.4.18 we obtain the following
exact expression for p(t):
( ef dsQl(s)LZ(0)
-(t) = Pb(t) +
w(t)
e fot dr TeE dsQl(s)LQI (T)L (Pb(T)W(T))
+ W(t)
A* of dr Te d(s)L En (u(Ri) - v(Ri)).[VRPb(T)]W( 7)
W (t)
(3.4.19)
We make use of the approximations listed in section 2.2 to obtain the following
simplified expression for the reduced bath distribution:
-(t) = Pb(t)+J dy e-L'Y rb(t)ViV. [b(Ri t)[C€p  + A*(v(Ri, t) - u(Ri, t))] + Vp lnW(t)
(3.4.20)
This expression is valid up to first order in the smallness parameters and for times
greater than molecular times. The reduced distribution of the bath consists of three
terms, the non-equilibrium distribution (Pb) and two additional terms which reflect
the fact that the bath particles do not adjust instantaneously to the state of the
Brownian particles. The second and third terms vanish when W(t) is given by its
equilibrium expression, when Ob(R, t) = 3B(Ri, t) and when v(Ri, t) = u(Ri, t).
These terms could in principle be evaluated from the solution to the Fokker-Planck
equation 3.2.46. Solving the differential equation 3.2.46 would however prove to be
an extremely daunting task.
|
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we studied a system consisting of several Brownian particles immersed
in a non-equilibrium bath of light particles. The bath was described by the exact
non-equilibrium distribution function derived in chapter 2 which is valid for systems
non-linearly displaced from equilibrium. We started with the Hamiltonian equations
for a system of n Brownian particles interacting with N light particles and proceeded
in a first step to derive the Fokker-Planck equation for the Brownian particles. Our
derivation involved time-dependent projection operators which projected out the bath
particles. The Fokker-Planck equation was expressed in terms of correlation functions
over local homogeneous equilibrium distribution functions. The Fokker-Planck equa-
tion contained the usual equilibrium streaming and dissipative terms as well as a
number of terms due to the non-equilibrium nature of the bath. Streaming and dissi-
pative terms reflecting spatial variations in bath pressure, velocity and temperature
were present in these equations. The Generalized Langevin equation for an arbitrary
function of the positions and momenta of the Brownian particles was derived us-
ing time-dependent projection operators that averaged over the non-equilibrium bath
distribution function. An expression for the non-equilibrium conditional distribution
function for the bath particles was obtained from the Fokker-Planck equation using
time-dependent projection operators.
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Chapter 4
Fokker-Planck Equation and
Non-Linear Hydrodynamic
Equations of a System of Several
Brownian Particles in a
Non-Equilibrium Bath
4.1 Introduction
The study of non-linear hydrodynamic equations is of fundamental importance in un-
derstanding the behavior of flowing systems. Methods based on statistical mechanics
have been extensively used in the derivation of these equations. Expressions for the
hydrodynamic equations have been obtained using projection operator techniques
[1, 2], generalized Langevin equations [3, 4, 5, 6, 7], generalized Chapman-Enskog
theory [8, 9, 10, 11] and non-linear response theory [12] . These studies have however
been limited to fairly simple systems, usually consisting of only one type of particle.
In this chapter, we derive the non-linear hydrodynamic equations for a system of
several large Brownian particles immersed in a non-equilibrium bath of light particles
from first principles of statistical mechanics. We describe the bath particles by the
exact non-equilibrium distribution function of Oppenheim and Levine [1], which has
the advantage of enabling us to account for the flowing behavior of the bath as well as
for its gradients in pressure, temperature and velocity. Attempts by other researchers
[16, 17] to describe the bath have led them to expressions which at best included only
two of these properties. The Fokker-Planck Equation for this system was derived in
chapter 3.
The chapter is structured as follows. In section 2.1, we derive the general ex-
pression for the hydrodynamic equations of a system non-linearly displaced from
equilibrium using the method of Oppenheim and Levine [1]. The non-equilibrium
distribution function of the system is separated into two contributions, a local equi-
librium contribution and a correction term accounting for the fact that the system is
not in equilibrium. An exact expression for the non-linear hydrodynamic equations of
the system is then derived using time dependent projection operators that reflect the
properties of local equilibrium distribution functions. The hydrodynamic equations
are simplified by making use of the fact that the generalized thermodynamic forces
vary slowly on a molecular time scale. In section 2.2, we apply these equations to
the special case of a Brownian system immersed in a bath presenting a temperature
gradient and in section 2.3, we consider the more general non-equilibrium Brownian
system for which we derived the Fokker-Planck equation in chapter 3. In section 3,
we use the expression for the non-equilibrium conditional distribution for the bath
which we derived in chapter 3 to obtain the non-linear hydrodynamic equations of the
bath. The non-linear hydrodynamic equations for the bath and Brownian densities
are combined in section 4 to yield the non-linear hydrodynamic equations of the total
densities of the system. Conclusions are presented in section 5.
4.2 Non-Linear Hydrodynamic Equations for the
Brownian system
In this section, we shall derive a general expression for the hydrodynamic equations
of a system non-linearly displaced from equilibrium. The hydrodynamic equations of
a Brownian system in a flowing bath with a temperature gradient will be presented in
section 2.2 and those of the more general non-equilibrium Brownian system described
by the Fokker-Planck equation 3.2.46 will be presented in section 2.3.
4.2.1 Derivation of the Non-linear Hydrodynamic Equa-
tions
We define the special set of variables AB(r, XB(t)) - AB(r, t) n Z-n_ aiB6 (r - Ri)
consisting of the number density NB(r, t), the momentum density PB(r, t) and the
energy density EB(r, t) of the Brownian particles.
The Brownian densities are given by the following expressions
n
NB(r) 6= • (r - Ri), (4.2.1)
i=1
n
PB(r) = • Pi 6(r - Ri), (4.2.2)
i=l1
EB(r) = eis (r - Ri), (4.2.3)
where
eiB = - + 2? ((Ri - Rj) + 2 w" (jRi - Rj|). (4.2.4)
j=1,j4i j=l,jti
The hydrodynamic equations for the densities AB(r, t) are given by:
aB(r,t) = Tr[AB(r,t)W(t)]
= Tr[AB(r, t)OW(t)]
= Tr[(OtAB(r, t))W(t)]
where Ot is the hermitian conjugate of O and the trace operation Tr involves an
integration over the phase space XB and a summation over the number of Brownian
particles.
In order to obtain tractable expressions for the hydrodynamic equations, it is
useful to express the non-equilibrium distribution function W(t) in terms of a local
equilibrium contribution and a correction term accounting for the fact that the system
is not in a state of local equilibrium. We introduce the local Brownian equilibrium
distribution function aB(t):
1 eCB(r)*,(r,t) 1 AB(r)*OB(r,t)
O N!h3 N N!h3N" (4.2.6)NB Tr ( eCB(r)*-B (r,t)) Tr( N eAB(r)*B (r ,t))
where CB(r, t) is the column vector
CB(r) = A(r)A (r)
and AB(r) = AB(r)-- < AB(r) >t. The brackets < ... >t denote an average over
the local equilibrium distribution function aB(t):
The vector B (r, t) is a vector whose components are the forces conjugate to the
dynamical variables CB(r):
51(r, t) = 0 (4.2.7)
ONB(r, t) = P3B(r, t)[pB(r, t) - MV2 (r, t)] (4.2.8)
PB (r, t) = B(r, t)v(r, t) (4.2.9)
OEB(r, t)= -- B(r, t). (4.2.10)
@B(r, t) = kBTB(r,t) and TB(r, t), pB(r, t) and v(r, t) are the local temperature, chem-
ical potential and velocity of the system, respectively.
(4.2.5)
These thermodynamic forces were selected in such a way that the exact value of
the average of the dynamical variables C can be obtained from the local equilibrium
distribution function a B(t):
CB(r)(t) - Tr[W(t)CB(r)] = Tr[aB(t)CB(r)] < CB(r) >t. (4.2.11)
We now define the projection operators P(t) and Q(t) [1, 15] which will be used
to derive the hydrodynamic equations:
P(t)D(r) -- < D(r)CB(r.) >t * < CBCB >t 1 (rT,r,) * CB(ro).
Q(t)D(r)=(1 
- P(t))D(r),
(4.2.12)
(4.2.13)
We also define their hermitian conjugates:
Pt(t)D(r) =-Tr[D(r)CB(ry)]* < CBCB >t I (ryi,r) * CB(rg)aB (t).
Qt(t)D(r)=(1 - pt(t))D(r),
(4.2.14)
(4.2.15)
The projection operator Pt(t) has the properties
pt(t)W(t) = aB(t) (4.2.16)
and
pt (t) W (t) = 6rB(t) (4.2.17)
These properties follow from equation (4.2.11) .
We make use of the properties of the projection operators to rewrite the Brownian
distribution function W(t) in terms of the local equilibrium distribution aB(t) and
the correction term XB(t):
W(t) = (pt(t)+ Qt(t))W(t)
= B(t) + XB(t)
where
XB(t) = Qt(t)W(t) (4.2.19)
We now derive an explicit expression for XB(t). Applying the projection operator
Qt(t) to equation (3.2.47) we obtain the differential equation:
Qt(t)W (t) = WB(t) Qt(t)(OaB(t)) + Qt(t)(OXB(t)) (4.2.20)
with solution
XB(t) = TIeo Q (s)OdsB(0) + j TIe' Qt(s)OdsQto(y)dXB M + 0 XB (~~0) O YOBy (4.2.21)
We now make use of the fact that:
Qt(y)OOB(y) = [b(y)- < 4(y)CB(ry) >y * < CBCB >;1 (r, r) * CB(ro)]aB(y)
= [Q(y)V(y) lB(y)
(4.2.22)
where
V(y)OB(y) = OaB(y) (4.2.23)
to rewrite XB(t) as:
XB(t) = T~efo Qt(s)Ods x(0)+ ± JT+ Qt(s)Ods [ Q(y) (y)]UB(y)dy
Substituting eqn 4.2.24 into eqn 4.2.18, we obtain the following exact expression
for the Brownian non-equilibrium distribution function W(t):
W(t) = UB(t) + T+eo Q()°t Ods (0 T Qt(s)Ods[Q(y) )]()(422)W~)-'Bt) ]  0 B() o () () OB Y
(4.2.24)
(4.2.18)
(4.2.25)
We now use equation 4.2.25 to rewrite the hydrodynamic equations 4.2.5 as:
aB(r, t) < OtAB(r, t) >t +Tr [OtAB(r, t) T+efo Qt(s)OdSxB(0)]
+ j < Q(y)[Te; Q(s)()dOtAB(r,t)][Q(y)'(y)] >y (4.2.26)
In the next section, we shall apply the above hydrodynamic equations (4.2.26) to
the special case of a Brownian system in a flowing bath with a temperature gradient.
This simplified model will be studied in detail.
4.2.2 Non-Linear Hydrodynamic Equations for the Brown-
ian System Immersed in a Flowing Bath with a Tem-
perature Gradient
We consider a system consisting of n spherical Brownian particles of mass M and
phase point XB = (Rn, Pn) immersed in a non-equilibrium bath with a temperature
gradient of N light particles of mass m and phase point X = (rN, pN).
The Hamiltonian of the system is given by:
where
P. (RP
HB(XB) = + (R)2M
and
pNpN
H(X, RN) =- P + U(rN)2m + V(rN, R n )
The Brownian-Brownian, bath-bath and and Brownian-bath interactions are de-
scribed by the potentials 4I(R"), U(rN) and V(rN, Rn), respectively. These potentials
H(XB, X) = HB(XB) + Ho(X, R") (4.2.27)
(4.2.28)
(4.2.29)
i
are sums of two-body, short range terms and are given by:
n
R)(R") = ((IRi - Ry)
i=1 j>i
U(rN) = Eu( ri - rj I)
i=1 j>i
(4.2.30)
(4.2.31)
(4.2.32)V(r) = E Ew(r - Ry )
i=1 j=1
The Fokker-Planck equation for this system is obtained for the general Fokker-
Planck equation derived in chapter 3:
= .VRn W(t)
+[VRn- + VRan'].VpnW(t)
-A < VR V[(e (ri - Rk))
j=1 k=1 i=1
+A dy < JbED e-L Q2 (t)YVR
j=1 k=1
+ EE dy < V-L YV V >
j=1 k=1 0
- W(ri - Rk) >b: VRk b (Rk, t)Vpj W(t)
V >b: VRk b(Rk, t)VpjW(t)
>b: VPj
b(Rk, t)[ Pk - u(Rk, t)] + VPk] (t)
(4.2.33)
where VRnW =< VRnV >b and w'(R") is the potential of mean force.
potential of mean force can be rewritten as:
n
w' (R n ) E w"(IRj - Rk).
j=1 k>j
(4.2.34)
The quantity W7 corresponds to the enthalpy per bath particle. The notation D
corresponds to: D = f drD(r) where D(r) is a dynamical variable.
W(t)
The
We can rewrite the Fokker-Planck equation 4.2.33 in the following more compact
form:
W(t) S-.VRn W(t) + [V rn + VRnw'].Vpn W(t)
+X(Rn) : VRn(b) V) n W(t)
+F(R") : Vpn Ob(R n) n- u(Rn)] + V,
- OW(t)
where the heat tensor X(R")is given by:
n n N
X(Rn) = - EE < VRV[(e(r- -Rk)) - (ri
j=1 k=1 i=1
+ dy < J ED-L'Q2(t)YVRnV >b
and the friction tensor F(R n ) is given by:
F(R" ) = ~dy < V.Ve-L YVRnV >b
We express the effective Liouvillian O as:
0 = (L* + Q, + Q2 + Q 3)
Sj=VRjj=1
n n
1 == FZjk(Rn)
j k
n n
Q2 J rjk(R n )
n
Z [VR W' +R VR4 ].VP W(t)
j=1
SVPj [3b(Rk)] (Pk - U(Rk))
(Vk )(VPk)
VRk ,•bpj (4.2.39)
n n
3 =-" Xjk (Rn)
j k
n] W (t)
(4.2.35)
-Rk) >b
(4.2.36)
(4.2.37)
where
(4.2.38)
_i
and
jk (Rn)
X j k (Rn)
= F(Rj, Rk,...)
= X(Rj, Rk, ...)
The hermitian adjoint Ot of the Liouvillian O is given by:
Ot = (-L* + QI) + Q2 -Q 33
where
n n 1t = - : rjk(R) b(Rk)](Pk - u(Rk)) Vp,.
j k
(4.2.40)
(4.2.41)
(4.2.42)
(4.2.43)
We now turn to the evaluation of the hydrodynamic equations aB = Tr[(OtAB(r, t))W(t)]
for this system.
We first look at the action of Ot on the special variables AB(r):
Pt (r)
OtNs(r) = -Vr.[ + v(r)Ns(r)]
-- L -/- .- t. (4.2.44)
= -Vr.[T(r) + v(r, t)PtB(r) + Pt (r)v(r, t) + NB(r)Mv(r, t)v(r, t)]
](r - R)
-[S rkk(R) ± 5 5 FjkIn(Rn)fb(r ' t)[(v - u)(r, t)+ -]5(r - Rk)
3 Ic•j
n n
+Vr. E Fjk(R n)(R
jkjj
n
- [E Xkk (Rn) + 5
k j
n n
+V. E E Xjk(Rn)
j koj
- Rk)b (r, t)[(V - u)(r, t) +
Xjk(Rn)]Vr3b(r, t)6(r - Rk)
(Rj - Rk)Vr!b(r, t)6(r - Rk)
(4.2.45)
OtPB(r)
Pt
M T- Rk)
J
' I k I ] I • k -- ] J
I / Ivl
n
Ejk:Aj
-Vr.[JtEB(r) + v(r, t).4 (r) + v(r, t)EB(r)
+ v (r)P (r) + v(r, t)v(r, t).P(r) + MV2 r)NB()v,
- E r jk(R) : b(rt) [ ([-(b
i k3 i
(v - u)(r, t))( + v(r, t))]
+ (v- u)(r, t))(
n pt
- Xkk(R) : Vrfb(r,t)[v(r,t)+ M ]6(r - Rk)
k
- Xjk(R n)
j k~j
pt
SVr b(r, t)[v(r, t) ]6 (r - Rk)MI
where we have made use of the reduced momentum equation introduced in chapter
The quantities J EB(r) and TBt (r) correspond to the energy current and the stress
tensor of the Brownian system, respectively. They are given by the following expres-
sions:
E RjkPj .F
kfj
E RjkFjk
#j )6(r - j)
k) 6(r - Rj)
(4.2.47)
The force Fjk appearing in these equations is given by
Fjk = -VRk[(Rjk) + w'(Rjk)]. (4.2.48)
We now evaluate the expression for W(t) which is given by equation 4.2.25 in
terms of cB(t) and XB(t). We introduce the smallness parameter A' which is of the
order of the macroscopic gradients of the Brownian system. We will take A' to be of
OtE(r)
+ ]6 (r- Rk)
(4.2.46)
JtEB(r)
7•(r)
j
M
Pt .P
+ 2M
2
+ V(r, )) 6 (r - Rk)
the order of the smallness parameters introduced in section 2. We keep terms only
up to second order in the smallness parameters since this is the order to which the
Fokker-Planck equation is valid.
We first evaluate the term Q(t)4(t) which appears in the the XB(t) contribution
to W(t).
The expression Q(t) (t) is given up to second order in the smallness parameters
by:
Q(t) (t) = Q(t) [(-T1r : Vrv)(r, t)/3B(r, t) - Y2 (fOb(r, t) - f3B(r, t))]
Pt1
jk (Rn)
M
Pt n
+ Xjk (Rn)
j k j
[/3b B(V - u)](r, t)
p"
M [3B Vr3b](r, t)
+±Q(t)[J B(r).Vr3B (r, t)]
where we have made use of the following expressions for Q(t)OtAB(r)
Q(t)OtNB(r) = 0
Q(t)OtPs(r) = -Q(t)Vr.[rBt (r)]
n
-Q(t)[1- Fkk(R n) + F Z jk(R7)]
j koj
fb (r, t)[(V - u)(r, t) + 1k(r - Rk)
n n
+Q(t)Vr. E E
j k#j
3b(r, t)(V - U)(I
rjk(R )(Rj - Rk)
Pt
,t) + ]6(r - Rk)M~
(4.2.49)
(4.2.50)
|
-Q(t) r knn( R n)
E01 kkMR ")k M
n
- Q(t) IXkk(Rn) :
_k
-Q(t)[E Xkk(Rn) + E E
k j koj
n n
+Q(t)V. E Xjk(R n)(Rj
j koj
Xjk(R n)]Vr/b(r, t)6(r - Rk)
- Rk)Vr/b(r, t)6(r - Rk)
(4.2.51)
- Q(t)Vr.[lEB(r) + v(r, t).(r)]
+Q(t) 2 v2(r)Pt(r) + v(r, t)v(r, t).Pt(r)
n
-Q(t) E rkk(Rn) / b(r,t)
+ Mv 2 (r)NB(r)v(r,t)2
[( + (v - u)(r, t))( + v(r, t))] +
n n
- 1(t) EE rk(Rk ) : b(r, t)i k:ý4j
a(r- Rk)
t)) ( + v(r, t)) (r -Rk)))m+ (v - u)(r,
-Q(t) Xkk(Rn) : Vrb (r, t)[v(r, t) + -- ]5(r - Rk)
n n
3
Ej
k4j
Xjk(R)" Vr b (r, t) [v(r, t) +
pt S6(rmI - Rk)
Q(t)OtE(r)
(Pk
mipk
(4.2.52)
I
.I
I v
The quantity Y2 is given by:
Y2 kk(R) [n(pB(r,t) 1
j M I
+ n Fjk(R n ) 3B(r, t) . (pj)(pj)]
M Mj k:Aj
(4.2.53)
We can now rewrite equation 4.2.25 up to second order in the smallness parameters
as:
W(t) = B(t) + T+ef Qt (s)Ods (0 )
T+ j Te t(s)Ods[Q(t)
- fo Tj Q t(s)Ods[Q(t)
[(-Tt : VrV)(r, t)fB(r,t) - Y2 (3b(r, t)- 3B (r, t))]]B(y)
[ Sj Pjk(R") Pýj k5j Ak
[b/3bB (V - u)](r, t)UB(y)
- f T+e t( [-Q(t) Xkk(Rn)
[OBVrIb](r, t)]bB(y)
S Xjk(R nj i k:
+ ~ Te[Q(t)[JOds EB (r) VrB (r, t)]B (y)
Pt
M
(4.2.54)
Inserting equation 4.2.54 into equation 4.2.26, we obtain the exact expression for
the hydrodynamic equations of this system:
aB(r,t) < OtAB >t +Tr [OtAB Tefo Qt(s)odsxB(O)]
< Q(y) [T_ef Q(•s)O t dsOtA][Q(t) [(-TIt : Vrv)(r, t) PB(r, t)]] >y
< Q(y)[TeSf Q(s)Ot dsOtAB][Q(t) [-Y 2(/b(r, t) - B(r, t))]] >y
< Q(y)[Teft Q(s)OtdsOtAB]
+ Z Fjk(R) : Pt
kj jMQ(t) [, kk( 
Pu)
[0bB (v - u) ](r, t)
+Lt
Srkk(RL) Pt +
/ 1 k
- I < Q(Y)[T-ef Q(s)OtdsOtAB]
P PtQ(t) n) + Xjk ((R I
k M j kMj
[B VrQb](r, t)
+ j < Q(y)[YTe Q())otdOtAB][Q(t)JEB(r)] >y VrB (r, t)
(4.2.55)
We make use the following approximation to obtain a tractable expression for the
hydrodynamic equations:
1. We use the fact that the forces Bu(r, t) vary slowly in space to approximate
the local equilibrium average by a homogeneous local equilibrium average. The local
equilibrium average of an arbitrary variable D can be expressed in terms of local
equilibrium averages as follows [1, 2]:
D(r, t) >t= > (r, t)< )  <D B +) dr' <1 DAB(r') >B(r, t).[qB(r, t)- -B(r, t)]+...
(4.2.56)
where D =- D- < D >B.
2. We keep terms only up to second order in the smallness parameters. Up to this
order, the initial term containing XB(O) is negligeable and the upper limit of the time
integrals over dy can be extended from t to oo. This follows from the fact that term
containing xB(O) and the correlation functions decay to zero on a molecular time scale.
The non-linear hydrodynamic equations for the Brownian system immersed in a
flowing bath with a temperature gradient are therefore given by:
ihB(r,t) = -Vr.[nB(r, t)v(r, t)] (4.2.57)
PB(r, t) = -VrPhB(r, t) - Vr.[nB(r, t)Mv(r, t)v(r, t)]
< j Ek Xjk(Rn) >B (r, t)
v Vr/3b(r, t)
< Ej Ek r jk(Rn) >B t) b( - v)(r, t)t)V[b(U - V)(r, t)
(4.2.58)
B(r,t) -Vr.[v(r, t)htB(r, t)] - Vr.[Mv(r, t)v 2 (r, t)nB(r, t)]
< -j Ek Xjk(Rn) >B (r, t) [Vrb(rt)]v(rt)
< Ej Ek Fjk(R n) >B (r, t)
+ V [b(u - v)v](r, t)
< Ek Fkk (R') >B (r,t) 1
MV Tb(r,t)[TB(r, t) - Tb(r, t)] (4.2.59)
where PhB = V < 7t >B (r, t) is the hydrostatic pressure and the enthalpy ht is
given by ht = PhB + e.
The momentum and energy density hydrodynamic equations are no longer con-
served as they were in the case of an isolated system [1]. This is due to the fact
that the bath and the Brownian system exchange momentum and energy through the
interactions between the two types of particles.
The momentum density presents the additional streaming term
<j •,•k Xk(R )>B(rt) V7r/b(r, t) which is induced by the temperature gradient of the
bath. It also presents an additional friction term < j k r, k(Rt))>B(r,t)v [O3b (u - v)] (r, t)
which represents a transport of particles caused by the difference in bath and Brow-
nian velocity.
The energy density contains three additional streaming terms. The first one is
similar to the one present in the momentum expression and is also due to the tem-
perature gradient of the bath. The second term is a friction term resulting from the
difference in Brownian and bath velocities while the third term is a friction term
reflecting a flow of energy resulting from the difference in temperature between the
bath and the Brownian system.
We note that the XB(t) portion of W(t) does not contribute to the hydrodynamic
equations since it yields transport terms of order three or higher in the smallness
parameters. The distribution function W(t) can therefore be replaced by the local
equilibrium distribution function aB(t) for the purpose of calculating the hydrody-
namic equations of the Brownian system to second order.
The hydrodynamic equations IB(r, t) can be rewritten as:
aB(r, t) = Tr[(OtAB(r, t))W(t)]
= Tr[(OtAB(r, t))a(t)]
=< OtAB(r, t) >t
< OtAB >B (r, t)
V
+A'f dr' V < (OtAB)-AB(r ' ) >B (r, t). [B(r', t) - cB(r, t)] + ...
(4.2.60)
4.2.3 Non-Linear Hydrodynamic Equations for the Brow-
nian Particles in a Non-Equilibrium Bath: General
Case
We now present the hydrodynamic equations for the general non-equilibrium system
studied in chapter 3. The Fokker-Planck equation for this system is given by equation
3.2.46 and can be rewritten as:
pn
W(t) = -.VRn W(t) + [VRAn + VRn w'].Vpn W(t)
+X(Rn) : VrRn(0b)VpnW(t)
V] W(t)- u(R")] +
7pnW (t)
p-nw(t)
(4.2.61)
S4.2.36 and 4.2.37 and
](ri - Rk) >b
2(t)YVR nV >b
(4.2.62)
(4.2.63)
respectively.
ient in bath pressure and velocity,
) in the following more compact
form:
W(t) = OW(t)
+ Q4 + Q 5) (4.2.64)
(4.2.65)
n.
n by 4.2.39. The expressions for
Q4 and s5 are given by:
)](Rk, t)VpP
j=1 k=1
ý, t).Yjk(Rn) : Vpj
Y(R")
Z(R n ) 1I000
n n
S- EE 0
j=1 k=1
(4.2.66)
(4.2.67)
Yjk (Rn)
Zjk(R n)
- Y(Rj, Rk, ...)
- Z(Ri , Rk,...)
(4.2.68)
(4.2.69)
Following a treatment similar to the one presented in the previous section, we
obtain the following non-linear hydrodynamic equations for the Brownian system:
(Details of the calculations are given in the Appendix)
7B (r, t)= -- Vr.[nB(r, t)v(r, t)] (4.2.70)
PB(r, t) = -VrPhB(r, t) - Vr.[nB(r, t)Mv(r, t)v(r, t)]
< Ej=l EZ=, Xjk(R ) >B (r,t) T_ It (
V r O , b 7
< -jn=l ••= rjk(R) >B (r, t)
+ V [/b(u - v)](r, t)
< E=I Ykk(R) >B (r, t)-
(4.2.71)
1
-Vr.[v(r, t)htI(r, t)] - Vr.[2 Mv(r , t)v 2 (r, t)nB(r, t)]2
< En I 1n=, Xjk(Rn) >B (r, t) -7 1 \/ \
V
< k- F1 =I jkk(Rn) >B (r, t)
l( V
< I=1 Fkk(R) >B (r, t) 1
MV
< c~= Ykk (Rn) >B (r,t)
[V rIb] jr, t) Vr, ~)
[/Pb(U - v)v](r, t)
rT•(, +•_- T. (- f•1
Tb(r, t)b I L )
: v(r, t) V[A Vr p )I(r, t)
The non-linear hydrodynamic equations 4.2.70, 4.2.71 and 4.2.72 contain the terms
where
eB(r, t)
(4.2.72)
\I I J
1) 1 A, VPIr tJ\),
present in the transport equations of the Brownian system in the flowing bath with
a temperature gradient (section 2.1) as well as a number of additional terms. The
momentum density hydrodynamic equation presents an additional streaming term
which reflects a flow of particles due to a gradient in bath pressure. The energy
density expression contains a similar term, equally due to a pressure gradient of the
bath.
4.3 Non-Linear Hydrodynamic Equations for the
Bath
In this section, we shall derive the non-linear hydrodynamic equations for the densities
of the bath.
The non-linear hydrodynamic equations for the densities Ab(r, t) of the bath are
given by:
db(r, t) = TrBTTb[Ab3(t)]
= TrBTrTb[AbLp(t)]
= -TrBTTb[p(t)LAb]
= -TrBTrb[p(t)W(t)LAb] (4.3.73)
where we have used equation 3.4.17 to express the total distribution function p(t)
in terms of the Brownian distribution W(t) and the conditional distribution for the
bath p(t).
Inserting the exact expression for p(t) (equation 3.4.19) into equation 4.3.73 we
obtain the following expression for the non-linear hydrodynamic equations of the
bath:
The expressions for LAb are given by:
LNb (r)
LPb(r)
LEb (r)
Pb(r)
= r r + u(r)Nb(r)]
u
-Vr.[T(r) + u(r)Pt(r) + P(r)u(r) + Nb(r)mu(r)u(r)]
N
+ Vr V6(r - ri)
-Vr.[JtEb(r) + u(r).T(r) + u(r)Ebt (r)
+ 2()P(r) + u(r)u(r).P(r) + -mv 2 (r)Nb(r)u(r)]
N n pt
•-•p[t + v(Rj)]VR, V6(r - r)
i=1 j=1 m
(4.3.75)
Using equations 4.3.75 and 4.3.74 and the approximations listed in sections 2, we
obtain the following non-linear hydrodynamic equations for the bath up to second
order in the smallness parameters and for times greater than molecular times:
nb(r, t)= - Vr.[nb(r, t)u(r, t)] (4.3.76)
-VrPhb(r, t) - Vr.[nb(r, t)mu(r, t)u(r, t)]
db(r, t) -TrBTrb[Pb(t)W(t)LAb] - TrBTrb[efot dsQl(s)Lz(O)LAb]
-TrBTTb[ dT T+ef dsQI(s)LQ ( tB) b (pb(T)W (T))LAb]
TrBTrb[A*j dr T-ef asQi(s)L -(u(Ri) - v(RI)).[VRiPb(T)]W(r)LAb]
(4.3.74)
The exact expression for pb(t) was derived in chapter 3 and is given by equation
3.2.19 . The exact expression for W(t) is given by equation s 4.2.25.
PIb(r, t) =
[/fbVr(U)I(r, t)
n< > En=,
--j=l -k l r b
V
< 4I k(Rn)
-
k
(4.3.77)
1
--r.[U(r, t)h(r, t)] Vr. mu(r, t)U2(r, t)nb(r, t)]
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+V r .  dy u(r, t). D-L Q2(t)YbD >b>B (r,t) : [Pbr(u)r,t)
f 1(
-- r. dy V EbD-L Q2(t)Y bD(r) >b>B (r, t).Gr(fb)(rt)
< El~= Xjk(Rn) >B (r, t) r .1.
([: r#b)V r, 1)
-
I
V
< •=I Fkk(Rn) >B (r, t)
MV
<En=I Ykk(Rn) >B (r, t)
[b (U - v)v] (r, t)
1
[TB(r, t) - Tb(r, t)]Tb(r, t)
: v(r, t)V[fbVrP](r, t)
where Phb =<< Tb >b>B (r, t) is the hydrostatic pressure of the bath and the
enthalpy hb = eC + Phb.
The term << TbtDe-L Q2(t)YTD(r) >b>B (r, t) = O,(r, t) is a fourth rank tensor with
components:
2[Op(r, t)]ijkl = -(r, t)[((r, t) - (r, t)) 6jS6 kI + rl(r, t)(6ikSjl + 6il6jk)]3 (4.3.79)
and the term << JEbDe-L Q2(t)YJEbD(r) >b>B (r, t) - Oe(r, t) is a second rank tensor
with components
[Oe(r, t))]ij = kb -l -2(r, t)ti(r, t)6 j
-Vr.j S.
>B (r, t) bVr() t)
eb(r, t)
(4.3.78)
:
dy << bD 2 6 bD (r) >b>B (r t)v
Xjk(R n ) >B (r,Bt) , _I/ Im• l B- I Ru~ rr, r.
=< kjn =1 Fjk(Rn ) >B (r, t)r~ . .,/ .
" I I EE • I l l
• ~ [•V /bJ J,
< k= =• rjk(Rn) > (r, t)
(4.3.80)
The quantities y(r, t), rq(r, t)) and K(r, t) correspond to the bulk viscosity, the shear
viscosity and the thermal conductivity in the homogeneous system.
The non-linear hydrodynamic equations for the bath contain the usual Euler and
dissipative (Navier-Stokes) terms which are present in the non-linear hydrodynamic
equations of a system of isolated particles. The terms involving Op(r, t) and Oe(r, t)
correspond to dissipative particle and heat flow terms respectively. The non-linear
hydrodynamic equations also contain the same non-conserved terms as the non-linear
hydrodynamic equations for the Brownian system but with opposite sign.
4.4 Non-Linear Hydrodynamic Equations for the
Brownian-Bath system
In this section, we shall derive the non-linear hydrodynamic equations aT(r, t) for
the densities AT(r, t) = AB(r, t) + Ab(r, t) of the combined Brownian-bath system.
The total densities AT(r, t) consist of the total number density NT(r, t), the total
momentum density PT(r, t) and the total energy density ET(r, t).
The exact expression for the non-linear hydrodynamic equations of the total den-
sities of the Brownian-bath system is given by:
aT(r, t) = TrbTTB[ATI(t)]
= TrbTrB[(Ab + AB)Lp(t)]
= B(r, t) + ab(r, t)
< OtAB(r, t) >t +Tr [OtAB(r, t) T+ef Qt(s)Ods( 0 )]
+ j < Q(y)[Tef Q(s)OtdsOtAB(r t)][Q(y)V(y)] >Y
-TrBTrb [Pb(t)W(t)LAb] - TrBTTb[efo dsQ(s)Lz(O)LAb]
-TrBTrTb [C dT T+eft dsQl(s)LQ 1 (T)Lt (pb(r)W(T))LAb]
ot t n
-TrBTrb[A* dTeT+e dsQl(s)LPb (T)  -(u(R) - v(Ri))
i=1
.[VR1 Pb(T)]W(T)LAb]
(4.4.81)
where we have made use of the exact expressions for aB(r, t) (equation 4.2.26) and
for ab(r, t) (equation 4.3.74).
We can approximate the exact non-linear hydrodynamic equations up to second
order in the smallness parameters by using the approximations listed in sections 2 and
4 for the Brownian and bath hydrodynamic equations. We then obtain the following
transport equations for the total densities of the system:
nT(r, t) = -Vr.[nB(r, t)v(r, t)] - Vr.[nb(r, t)u(r, t)] (4.4.82)
pT(r, t) = -VrPhB(r, t) - Vr.[nB(r, t)Mv(r, t)v(r, t)]
-VrPhb(r, t) - Vr.[2b(r, t)mu(r, t)u(r, t)]
-Vr. 0 ady << t -L' Q2bt)Y t
(4.4.83)
eT(r, t) = -Vr.[v(r, t)ht(r, t)] - Vr.[ [1Mv(r, t)v 2 (r, t)rnB(r, t)]2
-Vr.[u(r, t)h(r, t)- Vr.mu(r t) 2(r, t) nb(r, t)]
2
o < <  • DeLQ 2TD(r) >b>B (rt) : [bVru](rt)
-Vr. dy I << J -L Q2(t) EBV v JVb e JEbD(r) >b>B (r, t).Vrfb(r, t)
(4.4.84)
The non-conserved terms which were present in the Brownian and bath hydrody-
namic equations cancel each other exactly to yield conserved non-linear hydrodynamic
equations for the complete Brownian-bath system.
4.5 Conclusion
We derived a general expression for the hydrodynamic equations of a system non-
linearly displaced from equilibrium using projection operator techniques developed
by Oppenheim and Levine [1]. These equations were simplified for times greater than
molecular times to yield local transport equations for the Brownian and bath densi-
ties. These equations consisted of the standard terms present in the hydrodynamic
equations of an isolated system of particles as well as of a number of terms due to
the irreversible processes occurring in the system and to the non-equilibrium nature
of the fluid bath. The bath and Brownian number density expressions remained un-
changed from the case of a system of isolated particles, but the momentum and energy
expressions were no longer conserved. This is due to the fact that momentum and
energy are now exchanged between the bath and the Brownian system.
The momentum and energy density expressions presented additional streaming
terms which reflected the flowing nature of the bath and gradient in the bath tem-
perature and pressure. The energy density expressions also presented a streaming
term reflecting a flow of energy from the bath to the Brownian system caused by the
temperature difference between the two systems.
4.6 Appendix
Details of the Calculations for the Non-Linear Hydrody-
namic Equations of the Brownian Particles
The operator Ot acts on the special variable AB as follows:
OtNB(r) = -Vr.[ m•+ v(r, t)NB(r)]Mv
-- Vr. [[rt(r) + t (r)] + v(r, t)Pt (r) + PtB(r)v(r, t) + NB(r)Mv(r, t)v(r, t)]
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= -Vr.[JtB(r) + v(r, t).4t (r) + v(r, t)EtB(r)
OtPB(r)
(4.6.85)
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The expressions for Q(t)OtAB are given by:
Q(t)OtNB(r) = 0
Q(t)OtPB(r) = -Q(t)Vr. [Tt(r) + 7Tt(r)]]
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The expression Q(t)V4(t) is given up to second order in the smallness parameters
by:
Q(t)(t) = V(t)(--7 : rv)(r,t),3B(r, t) + Q(t)[J tB(r).Vr(ýB)]
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We can now rewrite equation up to second order in the smallness parameters as:
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We now use equations to obtain the exact expression for the hydrodynamic equa-
tions of this system:
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1 Summary
In this thesis, we studied Brownian motion in a non-equilibrium bath from first prin-
ciples of statistical mechanics using time-dependent projection operators.
We derived a Fokker-Planck and a Generalized Langevin Equation for a Brow-
nian system consisting of one Brownian particle in a non-equilibrium bath. The
Fokker-Planck equation was obtained by eliminating the fast bath variables, while
the Langevin equation was derived using a projection operator that averaged over
the non-equilibrium distribution function of the bath.
We generalized our treatment to a system of several Brownian particles and derived
a Fokker-Planck and a Generalized Langevin Equation for the Brownian system. The
Fokker-Planck and Langevin equations contained terms reflecting the flowing nature
of the bath as well as its gradients in bath temperature and pressure.
We then proceeded to derive the non-linear hydrodynamic equations for the den-
sities of the Brownian particles using time-dependent projection operators and the
effective Liouvillian obtained from the Fokker-Planck Equation. We derived the non-
equilibrium conditional distribution function for the bath particles and used this dis-
tribution function to derive the non-linear hydrodynamic equations for the densities
of the bath particles. The momentum and energy density non-linear hydrodynamic
equations for the bath and Brownian particles were not conserved since the bath
and Brownian particles exchange momentum and energy through their interactions.
The non-conserved terms reflected the non-equilibrium nature of the bath as well
as the irreversible processes occurring in the system. The non-linear hydrodynamic
equations for the bath and Brownian densities were combined to yield the non-linear
hydrodynamic equations for the total system.
5.2 Future Work
In future work, we will use the projection operator techniques developed in this thesis
to treat a two phase granular-fluid system. We shall model the system as follows. The
granular phase will consist of several large Brownian particles, each containing many
internal modes. The granular particles will be immersed in a non-equilibrium bath
of several light particles (the fluid). We will derive the Fokker-Planck equation for
the translational Brownian particles and the non-equilibrium conditional distribution
function for the bath. We will then derive the non-linear hydrodynamic equations
for the granular and fluid phases. These equations will be combined to yield the
non-linear hydrodynamic equations of the two phase system.
